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PREFACE.

1 HE present text-book will, it is hoped, be found to conta.n sufficient within its pages to

justify its existence, when so many able works dealing with the subject of Counterpoint

have already appeared.

It has been the author's conviction, in teaching his own pupils, that far more

practical good would accrue to the learner if much of the attention and time generally

devoted to the working of countless exercises in
"
Strict

"
Counterpoint were to be given

to a closer and more intelligent study of the
" Free

"
Style, as exemplified in the works of

composers from the time of Purcell, Bach, and Handel down to the present day."*

The author does not by this mean that the practice of so-called
"
Strict

Counterpoint
"
should be entirely given up ; on the contrary, he is deeply sensible that

its restrictions are very valuable in the early stages of the student's work. What he would

very strongly urge though, is that it should be merely preparatory to a much more

extended consideration of the "Free" Style.

The present treatise therefore deals first with Strict, and later with Free

Counterpoint ; and here it should be stated, once for all, that the object of the

former is not (as would often seem to be the case) to train the student to write in

the idiom of a bygone age ; but, by causing him to work within certain melodic and

harmonic limits, to impart to him a strength and facility which cannot be attained

otherwise. Strict Counterpoint does this in a two-fold manner

(i.) By being purely Diatcnic in its character; forming by this means the only

sure foundation upon which the beginner can cultivate a natural, flowing style.

(ii.) By excluding essential discords ; by which the complexity of the student's

first exercises is materially lessened, enabling him to give the greater attention to

the melodic aspect of his part-writing, besides giving him invaluable experience in

the treatment of those harmonies which are not governed by fixed laws of

progression, &c., viz., the Concordant Triads ; and, as every teacher knows, it is in

this very direction that the learner's weakness usually lies, and only by much

practice is it that the instinct or feeling for pure, strong progressions can be

developed.

* Reason and common-sense would seem to dictate this course of procedure ; and yet it is a fact that

many teachers and Boards of Examiners still insist upon all Counterpoint (elementary and advanced) being
worked under the limitations of the Strict Style. On the other hand, in the harmonization of given
melodies (virtually, a form of Counterpoint), and in the working of figured basses, no such restrictions are

imposed ! The object of such a system is difficult to seek, seeing that Counterpoint and Harmony are

merely collateral branches of the same subject Composition not two separate studies having no
connection with one another.
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As soon as these objects have been attained the student should proceed at once to

Free, or Modern Counterpoint, a branch of the study almost entirely neglected, as a rule,

but to which all the exercises in the Strict Style should be merely preliminary. As, in

the Free Style, all known harmonic combinations, diatonic and chromatic, are possible,

there is often a temptation for the learner to introduce, in his first attempts, extreme

progressions that are calculated to produce extravagance and crudity of effect ;
and the

author feels that on this account, and in order to still further consolidate a flowing,

natural movement of the voices it is most desirable that, at first, even Free Counterpoint

should be worked upon a somewhat simple diatonic harmonic basis ;
a more extended

range of harmony (including the chromatic element) being employed by degrees as the

student progresses. He will by this means be able to treat the more extreme harmonies

with discretion, and, as a consequence, with correspondingly good effect.

It is perhaps too much to hope that the present treatise will meet with universal

approval. The author knows only too well how divided teachers are in their opinions on

this important branch of the study of Composition ; he trusts, however, that he will be

credited with honestly attempting to render Counterpoint somewhat less of a bugbear to

the average student than it usually is, and with endeavouring to show that it is not a

mere dry technical exercise in which the element of Music is, strange to say, often

entirely lacking, but an essential, vital part of the organism of every-day composition in

its higher forms.

The author, in conclusion, desires gratefully to acknowledge the sympathetic interest

and help he has received, during the preparation of the work, from Mr. Frederick Corder,

and also to express his thanks to Mr. Thos. B. Knott for many practical suggestions.

LONDON, 1903.

PREFACE TO NEW AND REVISED EDITION.

THE call for a further edition of "
Practical Counterpoint

"
has enabled the Author to

make certain alterations and additions in the course of the work which, it is hoped, will

add to its usefulness as a text-book. The permissive use of the " Cadential
6 " when the

student reaches Three-part Counterpoint, and the suggested occasional inclusion of the

chord of the Dominant ?th in his Four-part exercises, are the result of a conviction in

the Author's mind that, by such means, it is possible the more effectively to bridge-over
the gap that has hitherto separated Strict Counterpoint from Free.

LONDON, 1907.



GENERAL REMARKS.

The term "
Counterpoint" may be defined as (i.) Melody against melody ; (ii.)

The

art of combining melodies ; (iii.) The art of making parts move melodiously one against

another.

Each of these definitions contains truth, and may be accepted as a sufficiently

accurate description of the study upon which we are now about to enter.

The difference between HARMONY and COUNTERPOINT may best oe discerned by

realising that in the former the construction, quality, and classification of each individual

chord, and the correct passage of one chord to another, are the chief aims, with no more

than a slight regard for the melodic interest of each part or voice except the highest ;

whilst in the latter that very melodic interest of each part is the paramount consideration.

In other words, whereas in Harmony the music is regarded rather more, so to speak,

from a vertical point of view, either upwards from a bass or downwards from the topmost

voice, in Counterpoint it is regarded more from a horizontal standpoint.*

As the "
vertical," or massive aspect of music was not fully perceived until very many

years, even centuries, after the "horizontal," it follows, as a matter of course, that

Counterpoint (of a sort) preceded Harmony, historically ; and from the fact that the

notes of each part were at first regarded so much more from the point of view of their

own individual smoothness of progression than from their position (and consequent

effect) as constituent portions of the various combinations produced, the early attempts

at regular composition shown in the works of the contrapuntal writers of the ijth and

1 4th centuries, exhibit many crudities which are avoided in the works of later composers.!

It may be asked, "Of what practical use is the study of Counterpoint? Cannot one

compose sufficiently well without it, provided one has a competent knowledge of the

principles of Harmony?" The answer is, "Certainly, if the wish of the composer be to

write nothing better than a drawing-room ballad with the conventional type of Pianoforte

accompaniment ;
but if something higher and more artistically important be aimed at, a

mere harmonic facility will not be equipment enough."

*
It by no means follows from this that these two aspects of a musical passage are antagonistic ; on

the contrary, as will be seen hereafter, one is the complement of the other.

t Prior to the beginning of the i?lh century all music was written in what is now known as the Strict

Style, i.e., a style in which no discords, except passing-notes and suspensions, were allowed. Claudio
Monteverde (A.D. 15681643) is generally credited with having been the first musician to break through
these fetters, and certain it is that he often employed in his works the chord we know as ihe Dominant 7th,
with the full freedom of latter-day custom. The consequences of his boldness could hardly have beep
dreamed of at the time ; for, as we now see by the light of later productions, his use of this first

unprepared essential discord opened, as it were, the floodgates of modern thought, without which the Free

Style, exemplified in perfection by Bach, Handel, Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven and other more modern
writers, could never have had any existence.
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If the student will compare the accompaniment in the case of an ordinary set ot

quadrilles or a popular song with the writing for the various instruments in a string

quartet of, say, Haydn or Beethoven, or with the movement of the vocal parts in a

chorus of Handel or Mendelssohn, he will observe that in the first case the

accompaniment, broken up though it may be into arpeggios, &c., is nothing more than a

plain succession of chords at more or less regular distances, with an utter absence of

independent melodic interest. On the other hand, in the second case he will find that

each instrument or voice has a distinct individuality of its own in fact, each part is a

melody in itself, and is therefore a source of interest to the performer, and of immense

enrichment and strength to the general effect.*

The facility shown in this independent part-writing by the best composers is always

the result of long and patient study, and no one can hope to achieve success in the

higher branches of musical composition who has not gained the ease and power that

come from assiduous attention to this most important subject.

To the non-composer also the study of Counterpoint is most valuable, as being

the means of enabling him to understand and appreciate more surely and with fuller

intelligence the greatest works of his Art.

* The use of Counterpoint in a lighki style of composition is most appropriately illustrated ,n the
V.ilses of Strauss, Waldteufel, and others, where, in many cases, a theme that appears at first with a FJmplc
chord-accompaniment is, at a later period nf the composition, attended by a counter-theme or cielcdy,
with n!3rvpllmi<;lv pnVinnrpH ^ffurrnilh marvellously enhanced effect.



PRACTICAL COUNTERPOINT.

PART I.

COUNTERPOINT IN THE STRICT
STYLE.

CHAPTER I*

IT will be assumed that the student who begins the consideration of this and the

following chapters will have already become familiar, in his studies in Harmony, with all

that appertains to the nature of the various Triads that occur upon the several degrees of

the major and minor diatonic scales, and that he will have worked more than a few

exercises thereon.

He will thus have been made aware of the chief faults of progression frcm note to

note and from chord to chord, such as the unregulated employment of augmented
intervals in Melody, and the use of consecutive 5ths, 8ves and unisons. All these faults

are accounted equally bad in Counterpoint, and, as their ill effect cannot be too

carefully realised, it will not be amiss to include them, even at the cost of repetition, in

the following list of progressions to be avoided in the Strict Style.

It may at once be stated that many of the rules now to be given are at times relaxed

in the Free Style, especially in the matter of Melodic progression ; but as the learner's

great object at the outset should be to obtain the faculty of writing pure, smooth, and

singable Counterpoint, he cannot adhere too closely to the directions in this chapter.

Only by this means will he become fit to proceed, later, to take successful advantage of a

less restricted movement of his parts.

To this end, viz., the acquirement of a natural and flowing character in his

Counterpoint, the student should imagine his exercises as being written for voices, and

should, therefore, be careful not to exceed the compass of each voice. The highest and

lowest notes, beyond which it is not advisable to write, are roughly as follows :

Soprano or Treble. Alto. Tenor. Bass.

* The Student's attention is drawn to the Summary of the first six chapters, which will be found at the
end of Part I. of the volume. Reference to this Summary, after reading any particular chapter, is

recommended as an effective way of impressing the chief points of importance upon the memory.

13,143.



All exercises in Counterpoint should be worked in open score, using, as shewn above

the C clef for the alto and tenor voicss. The placing of each voice on a separate staff

is invaluable to the learner, as by this njeans the movement of each part is much more

clearly observable ;
and familiarity with the use of the C clef is necessary for anyone who

aspires to read even the simplest string-quartet, to say nothing or" an orchestral score.

PROGRESSION OF PARTS.

I. MELODIC PROGRESSION.

i. No single part should proceed by an augmented interval, e.g. :

the effect being the reverse of smooth and vocal. The single exception is in the case of

one of the repetitions of a sequence ("P.H.," Chapter VII.}* e.g. :

Zbr.
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4. It is distinctly undesirable to use the interval of a major or minor 7th or gth,

even when one note intervenes between the two comprising the interval, e.g. :

Bad. Bad.

3fc it I

If, however, the note that intervenes is at the distance of an 8ve from the first, the bad

effect is not observable in the case of a 7th, e.g. :

r
'

Good.

? I r
f

4- J I I

[

5. A leap larger than a 5th should be both led up to and quitted in the opposite

direction to that of the leap, e.g. :

Good.

it

f

2'-
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A perfect 5th may always be followed by a diminished 5th, e.g.

Good. Good.

i r

A diminished 5th may be followed by a perfect 5th provided that they do not

occur between the bass and one of the other parts, and that the perfect 5th is the upper

of the two :

Good. Bad.

P

Had.

~ -&- l^"^ -- --

7. No two parts may proceed in perfect Sves, or unisons, with one another :

Bad. r-' Bad.

As with 5ths in two or more succeeding chords, however, this fault docs not take

place unless the Sves or unisons are between the same two parts in succession, e.g. :

Good.

J

Good.
I

8. Consecutive perfect 4ths are permissible only when there is a moving part below

them :

Good. Bad. Bad.

ai gifefeD
-- '

9- No two parts may proceed in znds, yths, or gths with one another :

Had. Bad.

^ ^
i r i

Bad.

I ^ I-

r-

onl In^he PieTst' e

f d '"' inishcd 5 lh between the bass and an upper part can, as will be seen later, occur
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io. The "outside" or "extreme" parts (i.e., the top and bottom parish may not

proceed by similar motion from any interval to a perfect 5th, e.g. :

Exteft, lit in a progression from the Tonic to the Dominant Chord, or from the Sub dominant to

Tonic chord, provided in each c<ise thai the top part moves a 2nd, e.g. :

2Hi/. From the chord of the Super-tonic to that of the Dominant, when the bass falls a 5th, and the

top part falls a 3rd.

yd. From one to another position of the same chord.

ii. The outside parts may not proceed by similar motion from any interval to an

Octave, e.g. :

J

J-

Except in a progression Irom the Dominant to the Tonic chord, or from the Tonic to the Sub-dominant
chord, provided in each case that the top part moves a and at the same time that the bass moves
either a <th or a 5th, e.g. :

6E
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12. The parts should rarely cross, except in Counterpoint of many voices

Bad.

"N I

neither should they overlap each other

Bad. Bad.

Q_

13. The Leading-note should not be doubled, unless it occurs either in the midst

of an arpeggio or a series of passing-notes in one voice, while it is being sustained in

another voice :

Bad. Good.

i I

Occasionally it is of good effect also to double the Leading-note where it is possible for it to be

approached and quitted by step of a 2nd in both parts, in contrary motion :

This license, however, needs very careful use.

14- The Leading-note should rise in nearly all cases, and, at a perfect radence,

must rise a semi-tone to the Tonic.

The student will do well to take it as a safe rule that the Leading note should fall only in

two cases, viz. :

I I

(i.) In a descending scale, e.g.

I

1^ ~% g 3 I fri
liiUH ! 9> ',*. \ &,

(ii.) When it re-appears in another part in the

succeeding chord, e.g. :
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CHAPTER II.

TWO-PART COUNTERPOINT.

i. For the purposes of study, a simple subject (usually in notes of equal length),

called a " Canto Fermo," or " Fixed song," is given, to which Counterpoint is to be added

2. It is convenient to classify the various kinds of Counterpoint into five orders, or

"
species," as follows :

First Species. Note against note ; i.e., where each note of the Counterpoint is of the

same length as each note of the " Canto Fermo "
it accompanies, e.g. :

SEEEEE
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Fourth Species. Where the Counterpoint has two, or sometimes three, notes (of equal

value) against each one of the
" Canto Fermo," the Counterpoint being

syncopated throughout, e.g. :

^7^

(*)

C.F.

_eL _
p

|

*
i

Species. Florid Counterpoint ; '.., Counterpoint which moves against the " Canto

Fermo "
in notes of varying length, e.g. :

^^J J^J L

C.F.

-^t ICt

~^n
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FIRST SPECIES OF COUNTERPOINT.

4. In this species, as was stated above (Sec. 2), each note of the Counterpoint is of

the same length as the corresponding note of the
" Canto Fermo," and may be regarded,

from its simple nature, as the foundation of the other species.

5. In Strict Counterpoint of this species, only concords are allowed ; these consist

of the common chords of a key (either in their direct position or their first inversion),

and the first inversion of diminished Triads.

A common chord in its second inversion is not regarded as a concord in Strict

Counterpoint. If the student will play any one of the following chords

on the Pianoforte, he will find it necessary to follow it by some other chord to complete

its effect. This results from the position of the 5th of the common chord below the

root, causing the interval of a 4th from the bass-note, which has much of the character

of a discord. This interval must, for this reason, be entirely avoided at present.

N.B. It will be seen later that the interval of 4th between upper parts is mostly quite concordant ;

but this does not affect the present statements.

6. The intervals, therefore, available in First species in two parts are :

(i.) Major and Minor 3rds and 6th r
,.

(ii.) The perfect 5th.

(iii.) The perfect unison and 8ve.

The most satisfactory effect will be produced by using the 5th, unison, and 8ve but

sparingly ; indeed, the unison should be employed only for the initial or final note of an

exercise ; a remark applicable to some extent to the sth and 8ve.*

7. As the aim in writing Counterpoint must always be to obtain for it a character

distinct from the subject against which it is placed, contrast of movement should be

sought for; hence, similar motion should be used less than contrary motion, and in

* The student will do well not to use the bare 5th and 8ve in the midst of an exercise, except under
the following conditions :

(i. ) When the remainder of the chord represented by either of the above intervals har beea
sounded immediately before it :

Good. I.. Good.

(ii.) When an 8ve can be approached and quitted in contrary motion by step of a 2nd

Good.



two-part Counterpoint there should never be more than three consecutive 3rds or 6ths

in similar motion. If this restriction is not observed, the Counterpoint becomes a mere

reflection of the subject at a distance of a 3rd or a 6th from it :

Bad.

mn
Counterpoint.

8. It is not good to repeat a note of the Counterpoint in two succeeding chords,

the aim being to obtain a smooth, flowing part ;
and the repetition hinders, rather than

aids, this object :

9. As it is of the utmost importance that the student should remember that every

interval that he writes in two-part Counterpoint represents part of a chord, it will be well

for him to figure the bass of his exercises, in all cases, in order that he may realise what

the complete chord would be were there sufficient parts to fill out the harmony. Only

by this means will he arrive at a sure and clear appreciation of pure and sound

progressions.

The necessity fot thus defining the complete harmony is especially observable in the case of the

inlerval of 3rd. By referring to the tables of Triads in the major and minor keys ("P. 1 1.," pp. 2 and 16),

the learner will be reminded that discordant Triads occur as under :

(i.) Diminished Triads on the 7th degree of a major scale, and en the 2nd ind 7th degrees of a

minor scale.

(ii.) An augmented Triad on the 3rd degree ot a minor scale.

As, in strict Counterpoint, only concords are to be used, it will be evident that the interval of 3rd

upon the 7th degree of a major scale, e.g. : IST

the direct diminished Triad IS^

j
in the key of C major, must represent not

but the first inversion of the common chord of llie

Similarly, the intervals gw4 ^ fl~
3g"

In the key of C minor, represent not the direct discordant Triads on the 2nd, 3id, and 7th degrees,
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but the first inversion of the Diminished Triad of the Leading-note, concordant in this position

(Vide "P.IL," p. 17, See. 8), and the first inversion ot the common chords of the Tonic and Dominant

respectively :

This will at once be made clear in writing if the interval of 3rd in each of these cases is figured to represent

a "
first inversion," t.g. :

C Major. C Minor.

m'-*

ic. As the common chord of the Mediant of a major key so often has a bad effect

in relation to other chords of the key (see Sec. 14 below), it will be well for the beginner

always to indicate a chord of the 6th on the Mediant bass, e.g. :

not

N.B. The difference between the chords at (a) and (c) lies in the fact that the one at (a) would, if

oll'er ptrts were added, be completed with a C ; whereas the one at (c) would be filled up with a B. The

student should play the complete chords, thus :

and note the good effect of the first and the ill effect of the second.

Tonic

CADENCE-FORMS.

ii. As most " Canti Fermi" end with the progression of Super-tonic to

a
|j

and as eachor of leading-note to Tonic,

exercise should terminate with a perfect cadence ("P.H.," Definitions), one of the

following forms of " close
" must be used :

(i.)
When Counterpoint is above the C.F. :

C.F.

More rarely.o
3^



(ii.) When Counterpoint is below the C.F. :

C.F. r< C.F.

8 ^tl
6

It will be observed that, in two-part Counterpoint, one of the two voices should, to

form a really satisfactory perfect cadence, always proceed by step from Leading-note to

Tonic.

GENERAL DIRECTIONS AS TO CHORD-PROGRESSION.*

12. In two-part writing the major 3rds upon the 4th and 5th degrees of a major

scale should not occur in succession, e.g. :

Bad. r< Bad.

13. It is not good, in two parts, for a 3rd to proceed to a sth, when both parts

move a 2nd, e.g. :

Bad.

14. In whatever number of parts the Counterpoint is written, the following chord

progressions should be studiously avoided by the beginner :

(a) The progression to the Mediant chord of a major key, from any chord

containing the 4th degree of the scale, e.g. :

(< ^ I



(6) The progression from any direct common chord to another whosp root is a

3rd above it, e.g. :

(f) The progression from the common chord of the Super-tonic of a major key

to that of the Tonic, e.g. :

-fS-

&c.

m->." .

' n^ ?^F*-
-_,

g>^' rj n
!

i**
- i Ki ""-^

tl
i

!

~
r

Exceptions. (i.) If both chords are in the first inversion :

(ii.) If the Tonic chord is in the second inversion :

(if) The progression from the direct common chord of the dominant of a major

key to the sub-dominant, if the 3rd of the dominant chord is in the highest voic :

Bad. Good.

T

(?) The progression from the ist inversion of any chord to the direct position

of the chord whose root is a 2nd below that of the first:

\ F
"

& , &c.

^L_gj-m
Roots. D. C. A. G. G. F.

* This exception is available only in the Free Style, as second inversions are not used in Strict

Counterpoint.



j S._The following are intended as models of the exercises now to be worked by the

student. No modulation will be introduced as yet, as it will be well for him to realise,

to the fullest extent, the many possibilities for effect obtainable within the confines of a

single key.

It is generally convenient to write the "Canto Fermo" for the Alto (or Tenor) voice;

as the Counterpoint, whether placed above or below the "
Canto," can by this means be

kept easily within vocal limits.

Although this is by no means the invariable rule, it will be adopted in many of the

succeeding examples of two-part Counterpoint, as it is very beneficial for the student to

treat the same "Canto "
both as a lower and an upper part in turn.

A saving of time and trouble can be effected by placing the " Canto Fermo "
upon the middle staff of

three, and bracketing the staves as shewn below, to indicate that one exercise is formed by the two

upper staves, and one by the two Inner.

I (") I I I *
Q1.

CANTO FERMO. IGC

(a) See foot-note to Sec. 6 above.

1

CANTO FERMO.

:W t'

(*) (*)

*
6

M

t
6

-i

(*) See foot-note to Sec. 6 above.

(f) The figuring , , requires a little explanation ; the chord implied here is certainly rather an

incomplete than an incomplete jt ,
as will readily be perceived by filling out the harmony ;

_ . 4f5

thus :

which is the first inversion of the augmented Triad on the Mediant, dissonant in all positions. The

complete chord is unavailable in Strict Counterpoint ; but, for the sake of a better melodic effect,

the concordant interval of 6th (without the 4th) upon the Dominant of the minor scale maybe
permitted in two-part Counterpoint. In Counterpoint of three or more parts this somewhat
ambiguous chord will never be necessary, t

* The dashes above alternate bars indicate the rhythmical accentuation of the passage, a point that
should not be lost sight of. The final chord should always fall on the strong accent

t It should be said here that some theorists do not permit the use of this incomplete
6

chord in Strict

Counterpoint ; but it is so often of such value in the obtaining of a flowing part, that the restriction seems
unnecessary.



CHAPTER III.

TWO-PART COUNTERPOINT: SECOND SPECIES.

i. The Second Species of Counterpoint consists of two notes of equal value

written against each one of the
"
Canto," with the exception of the last, which is always

accompanied by a note of its own length. ( Vide Chapter //., Sec. 2.)

2. In Strict Counterpoint, each note that is struck at the same time as a note of

the " Canto "
should, as in First Species, be a Concord; and, as in most exercises the

" Canto "
is written with one note in each bar (usually a semibreve), as shewn in the

preceding chapter, it follows that concords must, in such case, be written upon the first

beat of each bar, e.g. :

*

(a} (6) (c) (<1)

-> J J . I I.I r-rJ-

3. The second, or intermediate, note of each bar may form either a discord or

another concord.

If a discord (i.e., a note foreign to the prevailing harmony), it will be a " discord of

transition," or "passing-note" ("P.H.," Chapter X., Sees, i and 2); and, as such, must

(with one exception mentioned later in Sec. 14) be approached and quitted by the step of

a and. See (a) and (l>)
in above example.

If the second note forms a concord, it will of necessity be part of the prevailing

harmony, and will consequently be approached by leap. See (c) and (d) in above

example.
N. B. The student should endeavour to introduce passing-notes wherever possible, as I he Counterpoiru

will thereby be rendered more flowing, by reason of the prevalence of" Conjunct movement" i.e., movement

by step.
Good. Bad.

4. When the Counterpoint is in the bass, the choice of a concord for the second

note of a bar is more limited than is the case when the Counterpoint is in the upper part,

because no leap must be made to or from :

(i.) The sth of any chord, when the root is present in the upper part, as such leap

would produce the interval of a 4th from the bass-note, which is always regarded

as a discord, e.g. :

C.F.

rfc

T
6

~ar

*6w*
* An exception to this occurs in the case of the rare use of an accented passing-note upon the first bea;

of a bar. ( V'iJe Sec. 7 below).



(ii.)
The root of any diminished Triad, when the dissonant jM of the chord is

present in the upper part, e.g. :

- C.F. _

NOTE. The student will remember that the augmenteii1i\&A should never be used in Strict Counterpoint,

as it is a discord in all positions.

If, however, the note with which the bass-note forms one of the dissonant intervals

is absent from the chord, the above leaps are permissible, e.g. :

(Leap to 5th of H?
chord in bass.)

"
'*

r
HI

(Leap to root of dim- l-Jf-
inished Triad in bass.) W-

r
HPr

*-

^
NOTE. When the leap to the 5th of a chord in the bass is made, as at (a),/rem the root, it is better

for it to be made up to the 5th, rather than down to it, as at (6) :

as, in the former case, the implied harmony of the bar is kfo H with the root Maw the 5th ;

|<t? ~&-

while, in the latter, the implied harmony is Bb^E^E |
with the root above the 5th, consequently

giving more of the impression of a 2n-l inversion.

5. In Second Species as in First, only one chord should, as a rule, be used against

each note of the "
Canto," although it is, on rare occasions, allowable to employ two,

where the melody can be improved thereby. Such a use of two chords in a bar will

be sometimes found desirable when, as in the following example, the note of a bass

Counterpoint at the beginning of one bar is a 2nd above or below that on the first beat

of the preceding bar, a skip of a 4th up (or 5th down) intervening between the two :

I

6
3

ngF



or Dominant of the key, the mental effect is not that of wo chords in a bar, but rather that of

an incomplete . the first note in the bar being in reality the 5th of the chord,* e.g. :

Tonic.

Ul

i; Sub-dominant.

6

Dominant.

MHHES
n i i

ui

N.B. These progressions should be used somewhat rarely, and in two-part Counterpoint only;
the chord should be figured as above, to indicate that the 4th from the bass-note is not sounded in the

upper voice.

CADENCE-FORMS IN SECOND SPECIES.

6. The following are the best forms of perfect cadence in Counterpoint of two

parts :

(i.) When Counterpoint is above the C.F. :

K*) SeeSec. 8.

=t=
-rf

C.F. 6 5 6
C.F. 6

(ii.)
When Counterpoint is below the C.F. :

C.F. C.F.

(/) W

7. The cadence at (b) above deserves notice. Apparently, there are two chords in

the first bar, viz., a direct common chord on D, followed by a " chord of the 6th" on the

same bass, and it is possible so to explain the progression ; but, as this form of cadence

rarely has a good effect unless the first note of the Counterpoint (the A in the above

example) is approached by step, thus :

j) _ d

it is much better to regard it as an accented passing-note, resolving by step upon the real

note of the harmony, B, only one chord thus being indicated in the bar.

*
It may be argued that even these progressions indicate two chords in a bar, thus :

Such an explanation is, of course, possible; but it is most certainly not in accordance with the mental
impression produced upon a musical ear, which should be the supreme test.



( I* )

A further proof of the un-harmonic character of the first of the two notes of the

Counterpoint in such a case is found if we take the passage in a minor key :-

Here the At] cannot possibly be a harmony-note, as the major 6th of the melodic

minor scale can only be used as a passing-note, and not as part of a chord. Hence the

AtJ here, as in the major form of the key, is to be regarded as an accented passing-note.

It will be observed that the striking of a passing-note upon an accented beat

constitutes an exception to the general rule for Second Species given above (Sec. 2), and

it should never be adopted by the student unless some specially smooth and flowing

melodic progression can be obtained thereby.

DIRECTIONS AS TO MELODIC AND HARMONIC PROGRESSION IN SECOND SPECIES.

8. As in First Species, the unison should not be used on the accented beats except
for the first and last notes of an exercise, but it may occur on the un-accented notes,

is the following examples will shew :

Bad. Good.

C.F. C.F.

Similarly, a bare sth or 8ve, although not desirable on the strong accent, is perfectly

satisfactory on the weaker part of the bar, e.g. :

Not very good. X

%y IP



IQ. The introduction of an intermediate note, either a passing note or a note of the

prevailing harmony, will not correct or mollify a faulty harmonic progression, therefore

5ths and 8ves can never occur upon successive strong accents, e.g. :_
,

r^ w
-j j fj\

i

TT
It will be found, also, that the introduction of a passing-note may render a progression

faulty that would otherwise be correct :

1 1. The interval of perfect 5th or 8ve, occurring on consecutive w#-accented beats,

as at (a) and (6) below, or on the accented beat of one harmony and the succeeding

ww-accented beat of the next, as at (c) and (d), should be carefully avoided in all cases

where these intervals are the extreme (i.e., the highest or Invest) notes of the harmony
formed by the two parts, e.g.:

(a) 3 &
(Extreme notes of harmony,
C F G

F=F

F'
and

C'

T
(Extreme notes of harmony,
D E
D' E'

and

-*^

(Extreme notes of harmony,

J.
"

g-)

(d)
I I i

(Extreme notes of harmony,

G'
and

F-)

On the other hand, if such intervals are not both extreme notes, no bad effect

results, e.g. :

^
_

(Allowable : Extreme notes beinf;

A-
-d

i-)
Allowable : Extreme notes being

C'
an<1

D')

1
(Allowable : Extreme notes being

g.
-

i-)



12. Successive perfect sths between un-accented notes are quite admissible if

(i.) they are in both cases passing-notes, as at (a) and (6) below; or if
(ii.)

one is a

passing-note and the other a harmony-note, as at (c) and (d) :

Good.

13. The interval of augmented 4th (tritone) should be avoided between the first

notes of successive bars, unless the intervening note is one beyond the interval, e.g. :

Bad - " Bad.

Q o



( 21 )

(ii.) The minor 7th of the melodic minor scale is similarly used as a

passing-note between the Sub-mediant and Tonic (when these are harmony-notes), or

as an auxiliary-note above the Sub-mediant.



2.

C.F.

(a) m
t|6

16

A few points in this second example deserve notice, (i.) It will be seen that the notes of the " Canto

Fermo "
are here written in minims, the Counterpoint consequently consisting of crotchets, (ii. ) Instances

of the use of the minor 7th of the melodic minor scale as a passing-note will be found at (a), (a) ; and of

the major 6th of the melodic minor scale similarly taken at (t). (in.) An accented passing-note, F, is

employed at (c) in order to obtain a smoother and more interesting melodic outline.

The next example shews the Second Species in a tenor voice against the C.F. in the

bass :

3.

C.F.

(*)

( P
|v> ^-|



CHAPTER IV.

TWO-PART COUNTERPOINT: THIRD SPECIES,

i. The Third Species of Counterpoint (Chapter II., Sec. 2) consists of more, than

two notes of equal value against each one of the "
Canto," with the exception of the last,

which (as in Second Species^ is always accompanied by a note of its own length.

2. The most usual forms of this Species have either three or four notes of the

Counterpoint against each one of the "Canto"; and, of these, that with four notes is

the more frequent.

3. As in Second Species, each note that is struck at the same time as a note of

the " Canto "
should be a concord, e.g. :

tf>\ W
|

(*
I J

JJ J
J

and, as the usual plan is to write only one note of the C.F. in each bar, a concord will

thus occur on every first beat.

4. The succeeding notes of each bar may form either concords or discords ; in

the former case they will, as in Second Species, be part of the prevailing harmony

(arpeggio-notes), and in the latter case passing-notes, to be approached and quitted by

step of a 2nd.

Examples of arpeggio-notes vill be seen at (a) in the above passage in Sec. 3, and

instances of passing-notes at (6).

5- As in Second Species, the Student should endeavour to introduce as many
passing-notes as possible, in order to obtain the flowing character resulting from

conjunct movement.

j 1 ,

Good.

-f-

-*

4-J-
Bad.

I



6, In Third Species it is, of course, possible to have two passing-notes occurring in

succession against one harmony. In such a case, the second passing-note must proceed

in the same direction, until a harmony-note is reached :

Good.

X X

<M j J >-

Bad.
X X

Bad.

(*)

tf rr fr3

Good.



J-J.
X

-^
not (d)

The student will readily perceive, if he plays the examples at (b) and (d), that the

freshness of the harmony-note in the second bar is, in each case, very much lessened

by its having been anticipated at the previous half-bar which, of course, is a subordinate

accent. The effect of such anticipation is completely obliterated if the passages are

written as at (a) and (c).

9. As in Second Species, no leap must be made in the bass to or from :

(i.)
The 5th of a chord, when the root is present in an upper part ;

(ii.) The root of a diminished triad, when the dissonant 5th of the chord is

present in an upper part. ( Vide examples in Chapter III., Sec. 4.)

10. The single exception to this rule occurs in the case of the 5th of a common

chord being taken in the midst of an arpeggio (i.e., between the 3rd and root), e.g. :

Good.

-M-FW
It must be carefully noted, though, that if the sth be so treated, it must not occur as the

last note of the four prior to a change of harmony (as at (b) ), nor must it be the highest

or the lowest note of the arpeggio (as at (c) (d) ), e.g. :

(*) Bad. (c)

T-rT rT^r

1 1 . The duplication of the Leading-note, which can never occur in First 01 Second

Species, is permissible in Third Species under two conditions only, viz. :

(i.) In the midst of an arpeggio of the Dominant chord (as at (a) )
with the

same restriction as to position as is necessary in the case of the 5th of a chord

in the bass. (Sec. 10.)

(ii.) When approached and quitted by step (as at (b) ), in which case it must be

treated as if it were a passing-note.

Good.
liOnd. A . I **

i

3b

T



Bad.
X

(As last note of bar.)

A
(As highest note of arpeggio.) (As lowest note of arpeggio.)

^Jfl
Bad.
X

(Here, in example (d), the B in the Counterpoint is taken by step, but it occurs as the second passing-

note, and the passage should therefore have proceeded in the same direction until a harmony-note was

reached, instead of returning as it does, at the beginning of the next bar, to B.) ( Vide Sec. 6.)

12. It is seldom, if ever, necessary to take two chords against one note of the

" Canto
"
in Third Species.

CADENCE-FORMS IN THIRD SPECIES.

(Four notes against one.)

13. The following are the usual forms of perfect Cadence in Counterpoint of two

parts :

(i.) When Counterpoint is above the C.F. :

Best, (*) I I

-ii *

'C.F. 6

C.F. 6 -6

(ii.) When Counterpoint is below the C.F. :

C.F.

H^;T -?=, 1
r



chromatic notes is generally quite inadmissible in Strict Counterpoint, the ear has grown so

accustomed to the modern practice of writing the auxiliary-note* below the root or $th

of a chord as a semitone from that note, that the author always allows his own pupils

the use of this peculiarly euphonious licence. (Vide
"
P.H.," Chapter X., Sec. 5.)

DIRECTIONS AS TO MELODIC AND HARMONIC PROGRESSION IN THIRD SPECIES.

14. As in First and Second Species, the unison should not be used on the strong

accents, except in the first and last bars
;
but it may occur upon any of the three

less accented notes, provided it is approached by leap, e.g. :

Bad.
^



1 6. The interval of augmented 4th between the Sub-dominant and Leading-note of

a major or minor key the "Tritone 4th "requires very careful treatment in this species,

and the student will do well to be guided by the following directions :

(i.) Avoid the actual skip of an augmented 4th entirely :

Bad.

/.

\&-

(ii.) Avoid this interval even with one or two notes intervening, if the notes

forming the augmented 4th are the extreme (i.e., the highest and lowest) notes of the

Counterpoint, e.g. :

Bad. _, Bad.

Bad.

Possible. Possible.

Good.

(0 E*i
Good.

N.B. The last three examples shew that the best effect is produced when the notes forming the

tritone occur in the course of a continuous passage in
"
conjunct movement," i.e., movement by step.

17. In a minor key, as in Second Species, the passing-note below the Leading-note

should be the major 6tA of the melodic minor scale, and the passing-note above th

Sub-mediant should be the minor -jth. (Vide Chapter III., Sec. 15.)

18. When the Dominant and Tonic occur as successive harmony-notes, the tw

passing-notes between them in ascending should be the major 6th and -jt/i :

X X



and in descending, the minor -jth and 6th :

fcd*SS.

x x^
N.B. The student should carefully remember that these notes of the melodic minor scale are to be

used solely as passing-notes ; harmony-notes must not be so inflected.

19. The interval of perfect 5th or perfect 8ve must never occur on successive

strong accents :

(a)
i

Bad.

i J i J I J J*
i

W Bad.

r r> r i

20. Between two intermediate harmonic notes of the Counterpoint, such sths and

8ves should be avoided if they form the extreme notes of the harmony :

(a) . , Bad. ,
|

Bad.

itrw
K2 rrrr'rrfi^^pfl

21. As in Second Species, it is customary to begin with a rest corresponding to the

ength of notes in the Counterpoint :

fc

Though not absolutely necessary, it gives additional point to the entry of the Third

Species.

22. The following are models for Counterpoint of this species, with four notes

against each one of the " Canto Fermo":

i. * wr~

C.F.

\Jf fctH



^

2.

C.F.

r-'
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24. As with four notes, it is possible to obtain two passing-notes consecutively

X X

^8 mi
O - v v O

fi

In such case the student must remember that the second must not return, but proceed

in the same direction until it reaches a harmony-note.

In example (3) the D in the bass is actually a note of the chord ; but, as it forms the

interval of 4th with the upper part, it must be regarded as a passing-note, and so treated.

25. Changing-notes, though less frequently used in this form of Third Species,

are nevertheless permissible. The resolution clearly takes place at the succeeding

accent, e.g. :

XX

V
6

r
X 6

and the effect is usually not so agreeable as when it occurs during the prevailing of one

harmony, as is possible with four notes against one. (See Sec. 7 of this chapter.)

CADENCE FORMS IN THIRD SPECIES OF THREE NOTES AGAINST ONE.

26. The following are the usual forms of Cadence, in two parts :

(i.) When Counterpoint is above the C.F. :

r< W. r< (*) i im J J -
1

ft
\\ m
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27. The following are models of Counterpoint with three notes against one :

i

.Ui.iJj|j f ,|J;rlJf-ftAUfrji

C.F. lot

C.F.

p



C.F.



CHAPTER V.

TWO-PART COUNTERPOINT: FOURTH SPECIES.

i. In the Fourth Species of Counterpoint, which may be written with either two

<r three notes against each one of the "Canto Fermo "
(Chapter If., Sec. 2), the

Counterpoint is syncopated throughout, except in the last bar of an exercise.

2. This syncopation is produced by tying the accented beat of one bar to the

un-accented beat of the previous bar, e.g. :

3. In Fourth Species of two notes against one, which is by far the more usual form,

the second note of each bar must be a concord (Chapter //., Sec. 5), and must indicate

the harmony ; the first note, being a prolongation of the un-accented beat of the

previous bar, may form sometimes a syncopated concord (which leaps to another note

of the same chord), as in bars 4 and 6 in the following example ;
and sometimes a

suspended discord, resolving by the step of a 2nd upon the next weaker accent, as in

tors 2, 3, 5 and 7.12345678
-L^ rpjZi _ >-J rTri ^, =G<=5t

4. Suspended discords, usually called Suspensions,* should be introduced as

frequently as possible, giving more interest to the Counterpoint than would result from a

prevalence of syncopated concords.

Clearly, though, a suspension can be used only under certain conditions, chief among which is the

absolute necessity of (i. ) its being prepared by being sounded as a concord at the preceding half-bar, and

(ii. ) its being resolved by the step of a and.

5. In Strict Counterpoint the only suspensions that are usually available are :1

(i.) The suspended 9th.

Direct Position. 1st Inversion. Suspension in bass.

Y v (*) (')

1
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(ii.) The suspended 4th.

Direct Position.

(<0 U x
j

I ('LU-^sJ

o I
o H I -g :

1st Inversion. Suspension in bass.

I (/>,

f 4 3

6

(iii.) The suspended 6th (somewhat rare ; much better in ist inversion than in

direct position.)

Direct position. ist Inversion.

N.I5. This suspension is clearly unavailable in the bass in Strict Counterpoint, as the resolution 'if

the suspended 6th upon the 5th would in such a case produce the second inversion of a triad, e.g. :

A

(iv.) The suspension of Leading-note to Tonic (only used against Tonic

harmony.)

Direct position. 1st Inversion. Suspension in bass.

(Somewhat rare.) (Useful.) (Somewhat rare. )

W ,_ i

W
i

-g^-^t

p ^^~
7 8 T ^ 111

6. Of the above suspensions, the best for use in two-part Counterpoint are, when

the Counterpoint is above the C.F. :

(i.) The ist inversion of suspended gth (7 e).

(u) The direct suspended 4th (4 3).

ri
\

rJ
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(iii.) The ist inversion of suspended 6th (~^), more rarely.

* P. J ' ' *

i m& i

as in each case, the resolution takes place upon an imperfect concord (i.e.,
a 3rd or 6th),

which, as was stated in Chapter II.. Sec. 6, is usually preferable to a perfect concord

(i.e., a sth or an 8ve).

The 9 s and {J_! are, however, quite admissible, and often inevitable, but are

hardly so satisfactory when the harmony is in only two parts.

7. When in two parts the Counterpoint is below the C.F., the suspensions of gth

and 4th sound best when the interval of 2nd descends to the interval of 3rd, e.g. :

(Suspended gth in bass.)

X
i

i

-T5-

(Suspended 4th in bass. )

X
|
Q r-j
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(ii.) When Counterpoint is below the C.F. :

C -F- w C.F.

^H
-o-

r

DIRECTIONS AS TO MELODIC AND HARMONIC PROGRESSION IN FOURTH SPECIES.

9. Consecutive sths and 8ves must always in Fourth Species oe avoided between

the second beat of one bar and the second beat of the next, e.g. :

(*)

ifc

{<) i

Bad. (a)

4-

- -+-

6~" 9"^/8 7

as the harmony of each bar is always indicated by the note on its second half.

10. In connection with the rule just given, the student will see that the introduction

of a suspension as at (a) and (b) in the above example, and at (c) (d) (e) below, will not

correct a faulty harmonic progression :-

Bad.

A
(e) (Similar motion to a 5th.)

4
2

^Tr

ii. On the other hand, the following passage, containing what, at first sight, looks

like a succession of 5ths on the first beat of each bar, is perfectly justifiable, the
" consecutives

"
being only apparent, a fact that will be at once evident when it

is observed that in no case does the interval of 5th form part of the harmony :

MHJEEE

This will be made still more clear if the example is written in three parts, as the complete

harmony will then be shewn in each case :

yr?

The harmonic outline of the passage is of course :

the 6rst note in bars 2, 3, and 4 of examples (a) and (b) being in each case merely the prolongation (m
suspension) of the one immediately preceding.



Similarly, a progression like the following is perfectly correct, as the 5th in oar 2 is not

flart of the harmony, being merely a suspension of the Leading-note :

12

successive

. Some authorities permit 5ths (and sometimes 8ves) upon the first beat of

ive bars, even where these intervals form part of the harmony, e.g. :

but the plan is not to be commended, and, if adopted at all, should be employed with

the greatest discretion and reticence.

13. The student will find that it is occasionally necessary to break the syncopation

in an exercise in Fourth Species, especially when the Counterpoint is in the bass
;
but

this should be done only in cases of extreme difficulty. The following example will shew

one instance in which it is impossible to avoid such a breaking of the syncopation :

C.F.
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15. The unison may occasionally occur upon the first beat of a bar, as a

syncopated concord :

M j"~"
x

i JT^I j"
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C.F. I

rrz;

zo:

_i_ i
* ' -

i 1 i 1 - . 1 i i .

(a) The G in both these bars is clearly not a direct suspended 4th of D$, but the

suspended 6th of B, in the 1st inversion ; as the Leading-note, when in the bass, must always
indicate Dominant harmony.

(6) See note to Example No. 2, in Chapter //., Sec. 15, in explanation of the particulai

6guring adopted here, representing an incomplete ehord.

(c) The initial minim rest is here dispensed with, in order to avoid beginning the Counterpoint
with an inverted chord, which would otherwise have been inevitable. The commencement of an
exercise with a direct chord is usually stronger.

1 8. The Fourth Species is much more rarely found in triple time than in duple

time. No new rules are necessary for its working ;
as with two notes to one, the first

note of the bar is either a syncopated concord or a suspension ; the last note of the bar

always a concord. If the first is a concord, the intermediate note of the three may
be either another harmony note as at (a), er a passing-note as at (), in the example given

below. If the first note of the bar is a suspension, its resolution may (and often does)

take place on the second note (as at (c) below) ;
it may however be deferred until the

third, in which case another note of the prevailing harmony, as at (e) (or occasionally, a

passing-note, as at (if) ) is interposed between the suspension and its resolution.

stei
:JI

IT3 .

-o- --
7 6 7

When a passing-note intervenes between a suspension and its resolution, it must always be at the
distance of a 2nd from that latter note, upon the opposite side to that of the suspension. It will

consequently be a kind of "
changing-note

"
(Chapter IV., Sec. 7.)

CADENCE FORMS IN FOURTH SPECIES IN TRIPLE TIME.

19. The following are the usual forms of cadence in Counterpoint of two parts :

(i.) When Counterpoint is above C.F. :

C.F.
o
7 C.F.

7 6



(ii.)
When Counterpoint is below C.F. :

r^ C.F.

&-;

f

C.F.

<s>-
io .

P" -o-

20. The following is a model for this form of Fourth Species :

C.F.

rTi 1



CHAPTER VI.

TWO-PART COUNTERPOINT: FIFTH SPECIES.

1. In the Fifth Species, which is often called "Florid" Counterpoint, notes of

varying length are written against the " Canto Fermo," and the best Counterpoint of this

species is that formed by the employment of the principal characteristics of both Third

and Fourth Species, with the occasional use of Second Species.

2. This will he made clear by the following example :

-[- I
r..

76676 6

Here it will be seen that the prevalence ot notes of less than half the value of those in

the " Canto "
causes the Counterpoint to partake largely of the nature of Third Species,

wnile the introduction of tied notes assimilates it to Fourth Species.

3. This passage illustrates two important points :

(i.) The necessity of variety of outline, to which end no two successive bars

should, as a rule, present the same features of melody or rhythmic accentuation :

Bad.

r- r.

'

Compare this with the example in Sec. 2.

(ii.) The occasional employment of'quavers* These should be introduced, as

a rule, only on the w-accented beats
(i.e., on the second and fourth divisions

of a bar), and generally by conjunct movement.

Bad.

*
Quavers, ot course, only when the C.F. is in semibreves, as here. Should the "Canto" be n

minims, semiquavers would take the place of quavers, and so on. The principle of the above remarks
would hold good in every case, as the relative value of the notes of the Counterpoint to those of the
"Canto" would be absolutely identical.
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4- As in Fourth Species in triple time, a suspension may, before resolving, proceed

to another note of the same chord, e.g. :

J

> 7 6 e; 7 6

and the interval between that note and the resolution may be filled up with passing-

notes :

:

'< 7 6

More rarely, the suspended note may leap first to a passing-note at the distance of a

3rd from it (Chapter V., Sec. 18) :

In each of these cases the suspension resolves on the third division of the bar.

Another very useful figure, characteristic of the Fifth Species, is formed when the

resolution on the third division is anticipated on the second, and a passing-note

intervenes, e.g. :

(a) > fc-H^Hi
N.B. The passing-note should be on the opposite side of the resolution-note to that of the

suspension.
Rather poor. X

6
'

CADENCE FORMS IN FIFTH SPECIES.

5. The following are the more usual endings in this species .

(i.)
When Counterpoint is above

" Canto Fermo ":

--H.
&

C.K.
C.F.

* An exceptional use of four quavers is shewn here ; it is usually better that this figure should not be

employed unless the first quaver is tied from the preceding bar.
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(ii.) IVhen Counterpoint is below " Canto Fermo":

W C.F. (d)

\f~^
'
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Occasionally, a crotchet may be tied over to another crotchet, or even a quaver :
*

, X Good.

&c -

8. A minim on the second half of the bar, preceded by shorter notes, has usually a

bad effect, unless it is tied into the next bar, as it distorts the rhythm by throwing a false

accent on the second half, e.g. :

1
-r*

&c.

9. There is one instance, however, in which this figure is unobjectionable, viz., in

the penultimate bar of an exercise : t

In all other cases the student should be most careful, if the minim cannot be tied, to

break it up into two crotchets, or a crotchet followed by two quavers. The example in

Sec. 8 could in this way have been rendered perfectly satisfactory :

m- ^
=11

&c.

10. It is generally best to begin the first bar of the Counterpoint with a crotchet

rest :

[- I tw
1

=*=*

* The tying of a crotchet thus is prohibited by some theorists ; the reason, however, for this restriction

is not very clear.

I" Sir G. A. Macfarren, in his treatise on Counterpoint, says: "The supposition is not forced that

early writers and rulers of writing intended a shake or some such grace upon the longer note, which would

adjust the bar to the prescription":



ii. The following are models for Counterpoint of the Fifth Species :

C.F.

T

6 5 6

^
C2z

\M/
'
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12. The Fifth Species may be written in triple time. No new rules are required.

The following is a rrodel, worked upon the same C.F. as No. i above.

fjt <>
j



CHAPTER Vli.

THREE-PART COUNTERPOINT

I. In the simplest three-part exercises, such as should be now attempted, two

of the parts are always in First Species (viz., the " Canto Fermo " and one other), the

remaining part being written either in the First or in any one of the four other species

hitherto described.

2. As in two-part Counterpoint, only common-chords and "
first inversions

"
should,

as yet, be used ; but it will readily be perceived that it will now be possible for these to

appear in their complete form, i.e., with all their notes present, e.g. :

.6

and it is desirable for them to be written in this way, wherever practicable. Sometimes,

however, for the sake of a better melodic movement (as at (a)), or to avoid an incorrect

progression (as at (6)), it may be necessary to leave out one of the notes, and double one

of the others, e.g. :

(a)

1=Z3

(*)

X

better

than :

3. In connection with this doubling 01 cenain notes, it should be remembered that

the sth is the only note of a direct common chord that should, as a rule, be omitted
;
and in

this case, either the root or 3rd may be doubled preferably the former, if the 3rd is

major.

In the case of a "
chord of the sixth." it is generally bad to double the bass-note of
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the ist inversion of a major common chord, unless the doubled note is approached (and,

if possible, quitted) by step in both parts, by contrary motion, eg. :

X Not good. X Good.

^1

o

X X

Either the $rd or 6th from the bass-note may be freely doubled, unless, of course, either

happens to be the Leading-note,

4. An important point to be borne in mind when writing in three parts is that the

harmony will usually sound best when the voices are at approximately equal distances

from one another, as in the case of the first three chords in the following example :

j) & m

This, however, is often impossible ; and, in such a case, it is much better for a wide

interval to occur between the two lower voices than between the two upper ones, e.g. :

Bad. Good.

f
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7. Each exercise should, as a rule, begin with the Tonic (or Dominant) chord, in

its direct position, and it will often be found necessary to omit the 5th in such a case,

and even occasionally to omit both 3rd and sth, using only the doubled 8ve, This

latter arrangement should be very rarely resorted to, however, and only if it is the means

of causing a better melodic flow in the various voices. The root and 5th should not be

sounded together without the 3rd.

8. As in two-part Counterpoint, the melodic aspect of the parts must not be lost

sight of; consequently, it is not usually good to repeat a note in two successive chords,

in the same voice
; although, occasionally, it may be necessary. A note should never be

repeated in the bass.

9. The " Canto Fermo " should be placed in each part in turn, and Counterpoint

added above and below in the other two voices. The student should begin by placing

the " Canto "
in the bass and adding the two upper parts, as this is usually the easiest to

work ; then he should give the " Canto "
to the top voice, adding Counterpoint in the

two lower ; and, finally, to the middle voice, adding a Counterpoint above and below.

The " Canto "
may be conveniently transposed, and kept within the vocal range of

each part, by writing the notes in each case upon the same lines and spaces as in the

original. By placing the new clef before them, the key will necessarily be changed ;
all

that then remains is to add the key-signature of the scale of which the last note of the

" Canto "
is the Tonic, e.g. :

1. Original form (in Bass). 2. In Treble.

Key D. Key Bp.

3. in Alto.

KeyC.

10. The Counterpoint should be kept within vocal limits, as it is important that

the student should, as yet, regard all his exercises as written for voices, leaving the

consideration of instrumental Counterpoint until later in his studies.

n. All the directions as to chord-progression, given in Chapter II., Sec. 14, should

be strictly adhered to, as they are applicable to Counterpoint in any number of voices.

In addition to these, it will be well to remember that, generally speaking, the Tit inversion

of either the Super-tonic or Sub-mediant chord sounds best with the 6th from the bass

placed in the highest part.



FIRST SPECIES IN THREE PARTS CADENCE-FORMS.

1 2. The following are the usual endings in First Species :

(i.)
" Canto Fermo "

in Bass :

(



1 5. The unison may occasionally be used in the course of an exercise in three parts,

if a better melodic flow can be thereby obtained, as in the two upper voices of the

following example :

X

pp
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1- (H-)

C.F.

Q

1. (Hi.)

~T3~

IC.F.

(b) Although there is a large interval between the treble and alto voices here, the upper D is,

preferable to the lower one (in brackets), as it makes a better melody in the top part.

2. (i.)
(<)

C.F.

(f) F is taken in the treble here in preference to B, although, by this, the chord is rendered

incomplete ; for the reason that it prevents similar motion between all three parts.

2. (ii.)

C.F. /BE:fl/u b 4 1
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C.F.X

2. (iii.)

fjjj
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(iii.) "Canto Fermo" in Middle Voice:

|J>2



C.F /L" * Kffl\ IT n TJ
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(ii.)
" Canto-Fermo "

in Top-part :

C.F. (d) C.F.

4f^U^II

g*
"

u=ii

(iii.)
" Canto-Fermo "

in Middle Voice. The same as ((), (d) and (e), with the two

upper voices inverted

24. When the Third Species is written with three notes, the following are the most

frequent terminations :

(i.)
" Canto-Fermo in Bass :

(/) ^
^

IV 't I .



f
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FOURTH SPECIES CADENCE-FORMS.

*6. The following are the more usual endings :

(i.) "Canto Fermo" in Bass:

(a) (b\ .

9-^- I". ! I

t-l
I -O . .-<

a -'T'.'...! -JT^H

C.F.

M
7 6

M

f r ^
C.F. 7 6

(ii.)
" Canto Fermo '

in Top-part :

M C.F. (

7
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except in the following cases : (i.)
The direct position of the suspended gth, and of the

rarely used suspended Leading-note :

Good.

'

J?
'J

'"~



6i

2.

C.F. ||J?ff*2 1



(ii.)
" Canto-Fcrmo

"
in Top-part:-

' r



( ftt I

(a)

(a) A less usual form of Cadence is taken here, as it is impossible to syncopate any note

satisfactorily from the preceding bar.

3.

C.F.

1!

TO Mi" \"-

4
2

p. 53, foot-note.
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CHAPTER VIII.

FOUR-PART COUNTERPOINT

i. The instructions given in the last chapter on Counterpoint in three parts will

nold good now that the student is about to enter upon the consideration of four-part

writing. The harmony of course will be fuller, and the addition of the fourth voice

certainly complicates matters a little at times. Therefore, it is permissible to repeat a

note in two successive chords somewhat more frequently than in two-part or even in

three-part Counterpoint. This licence should, however, be as sparingly employed as

possible ;
never in the bass, ana rarely in the highest voice. The melodic aspect of the

part-writing must always be kept in mind.

2. The exercises should, as a rule, be written for Treble (or Soprano), Alto, Tenor

and Bass, although it is useful occasionally to write for two Trebles and two Altos, or for

two Tenors and two Basses

3. For the present, three of the parts will always be in First Species (viz., the "Canto

Fermo " and two others), the remaining voice being written in any one of the five species,

as the case may be.

4. The cadence-forms, except in one instance in Second Species ( Vide example 3

below), will be mainly identical with those in three-mrt Counterpoint, with the addition

of a fourth voice.

5- Tne two lowest voices should not be written too close to one another, especiall)

when the oass is low in pitch :

*

Not god. Much better.

mm

and, as in three pans, there should rarely be a wide interval between upper voices.

Such close writing is sometimes unavoidable in writing for men's voices only.
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6. The following examples will serve as models for four-part Counterpoint :

First Species.

C.F.

J? 2 r>



~r?~

r-^-lC.F.
1*0=.

w

P=F H
5.

(a) Piife p. 53, foot-note.

Third Species.



<7 Fourth Species.

C.F.
*

s>- SE

(7)

4 $3 |7 8 9 8 |6 7 6 4 #3

(o) The crossing of the parts here is quite permissible and of good effect, ( Vide Note (if) to

Example I, in Chapter V. t Sec. 17.)

(b) See page 66, foot-note.

8. A (a)

11221 H2

iLTJjilg'

C.F. ICC m

9.

(a) See Chapter VII., Sec. 27, Exception ii.

Fifth Species.

^ipt^^ ^^F
Z3I

C.F.

(a) The crossing of the Tenor by the Alto is quite admissible here, as the different length of tna

notes in each part makes the passage perfectly clear in effect.
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fr

R ~rr-

^
10.

C.F.

r r r s
r-9:

-Q.

7- The two following examples are included with the object of shewing the student
how to write both for female voices only, and also for men's voices only. They are

(a) See page 66, foot-note.



6

written with one part in Fifth Species, but any other species could, of course, be

substituted :

11.
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CHAPTER IX.

" COMBINED " COUNTERPOINT.

i. It is possible for two or more parts to be written against the "Canto Fermo "
in

any of the more florid species (viz., 2nd, 3rd, 4th or sth), and, when such is the case,

we have what is generally termed " Combined Counterpoint."

2. At first it will be well for the student to limit the quicker-moving parts to

(too, whatever the total number of voices employed, as it is sometimes exceedingly

difficult to manage more (except in the elastic Fifth Species). \Vhen he has gained facility

with two florid parts, he can proceed to three.

3. The moving parts maybe either in the same Species (t.g., two 2nd, two 3rd, &c.,

or in different Species (e.g., one 2nd ana one 3rd one 3rd and one 5th, and so on) ; but

the same general principles will apply in all cases.

4. In this class of writing, the guiding rules should be the following .

(i.)
Whenever all the voices are struck together (e.g., at the first beat of a

bar), they should, as hitherto, form a concordant combination (except on the

somewhat rare occasions on which it may be desirable to use an accented passing-

note).

(ii.)
When any two or more of the voices proceed to a passing-note or to

another harmony-note (e.g., at one of the weaker parts of a bar), the lowest of such

moving notes should form a good bass to those above it. (
Vide examples below.)

N.B. It therefore follows that, although one (or more) of them may, in the character ol a passing-

ote, be dissonant against the harmony, the parts that so move should, when struck together, be concordant

fcith one another.*

_ 1 J ,
i ! i



f



6. To su:n up, the substance of the above directions for Combined Counterpoint

inay be conveniently and succinctly expressed in the statement that any fart making a.

dissonance with any other must move by step (changing-notes only excepted).

7. The following examples will sufficiently indicate the mode of procedure in

Combined Counterpoint. The various combinations are almost endless ; it will therefore

be possible to give specimens of only a few of these, leaving the student to work others

for himself.

I. THREE-PART COUNTERPOINT.

(Two moving voices in same Species.)

1.

Second Species.

C.F.

2.

C.F.

f - -
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Fifth Species.

C.F.

-ft-fr-4=-zi *
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m
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9.

Third and Fourth Species.

C.F.

1 Q 4



Fourth and Fifth Species.

1
1

zeZ

C.F.,

4- 3 9*8

rfH
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n i i ^ n
-r- -' J ^ |-:^H

D

7 6

(a) See Chapter VII., Sec. 27, Exception ii.

Second and Third Species.

13.

C.F.

B
m

lrt=



14.
C.F.

Third and Fourth Species.

1

^~
4 fc

(a)

s

fiSfc ^
(a) This first inversion of the Suspended Leading-note resolves, through the movement of the

Bass, upon the direct Tonic chord ; hence the somewhat unusual figuring.

(6) In a similar manner, the Suspended 6th of C here resolves upon the 1st inversion of the

chord.

IV. FOUR-PART COUNTERPOINT.

(Three moving parts.)

The two following examples will serve as specimens of this kind of writing :

Second, Third and Fourth Species. ,

15. ,.--, . .. o-

r 1

ICF.
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-^=tb-

r f
r i r i

i

i

r r r ri

16.

986 6

Three parts in Fifth Species (a very useful combination).

^
-

r il^EEEE

C.F.
4z=r-
Si

i-

Epfe^ ^;
$

i

I

** f
=T=r=f

its

4 #3
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CHAPTER X

COUNTERPOINT IN MORE THAN FOUR PARTS.

i. Practice in writing Counterpoint in five, six, seven, or eight parts is very valuable

to the student, for not only will he find the power of managing many voices useful at

times in actual composition, but he will experience a sense of greatly increased ease in

dealing with four parts

2. As the addition of each new voice increases the difficulty of the part-writing, a

certain relaxation of some of the rules hitherto observed will be possible, and often

inevitable. For instance,

(i.) Consecutive 8ves* and 5ths may occasionally be taken in contrary motion,

especially between chords whose roots lie a 4th apart (e.g., between Tonic and

Dominant, or Tonic and Sub-dominant).

(ii.) Crossing of parts is permitted, but is perhaps best when the parts that

cross each other move in notes of different value.

(iii.) Overlapping of parts is also permissible, though not always desirable.

(iv.) The major 3rd of a chord may be more freely doubled than would be good
in fewer parts even when it occurs as the bass of a ist inversion.

(v.) The Leading-note may sometimes be doubled if both parts approach and

quit it by step in contrary motion. (Vide Chapter I., Sec. 13).

3. It will be advisable for the student to begin by writing in five parts, first in

Sim/f/e, and afterwards in Combined Counterpoint. When he has had some practice in

five-part writing, he may proceed to the consideration of six, seven and eight parts.

The most useful form of Combined Counterpoint is that of the Fifth Species.

* Or an 8ve and a unison occurring successively.



4. The following examples will indicate some of the possibilities of writing in more

than four parts :

C.F. 3

I. FIVE PARTS.

(First Species.)



III. FIVE PARIS.

(One part in Third Species.)

C.F.

i m

fitdt =g

T3-

It will often be found useful, when the C.F. and the florid part are both in upper voices, to sketch the

bass in first, throughout ; adding next the florid voice and so on.

IV. FIVE PARTS.

f n ft



V. FIVE PARTS.

(One part in Fifth Species.)

m it

Pi
C.F.

3CJE
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If) s
l

-

E

l== ~p-

6. In six, seven, and eight-part writing, the crossing of the various voices may be
even more freely employed than in five parts. Some authorities seem to have a strong

objection to this device ; but, provided that it is not used in the manner of the

early contrapuntists of the i3th and nth centuries, who would, for instance, write such
a progression as the following :

for the purpose of avoiding the actual appearance of "
consecutives," there is absolutely

no reason why such crossing should be forbidden, especially as the melodic character
of the parts, which in Counterpoint is of paramount importance, can often be greatly

helped by this means. Bach and all the best contrapuntists cross the parts freely in

their writings.

7.- The following specimens of Counterpoint in six, seven, and eight parts will

sufficiently indicate the method of procedure. The student should construct others,

arranging the voices differently, and employing the several florid species in various

ways :

* Of course the actual effect of this progression is :
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C.F.

VII. Six PARTS.

(First Species.)

II

I
(o)

_J^__,V_^^gjl-ft -

ifl

VIII. SEVEN PARTS.

(One part in Second Species.)

-?3-

'i
b >~

jHr
(t)

$q>i^ ^

C.F.

^"^ 31

(a) 5 page 66, foot-note.

(i>) Here will be seen a unison followed by an Sve, by contrary motion.

(c ) 8ves by contrary motion between Dominant and Tonic.

Both these licences are quite permissible when a passage is written in as many as seven parts.
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IX. EIGHT PARTS.

(Combined Fifth Species.)

(



SUMMARY. JX.

SUMMARY
OF THE CHIEF CHARACTERISTICS OF THE FIVE SPECIES

OF COUNTERPOINT, WITH THE MAIN POINTS TO BE
OBSERVED IN WRITING.

CHAPTER I.

PROGRESSION OF PARTS.

PROGRESSIONS TO AVOID :

(i.)
Melodic.

(a) The leap of an augmented interval.

(b) The leap of a diminished interval, unless the next note is within

that interval.

(c) The leap of a yth (except a diminished yth) or a gth even with one

note intervening.

(d) The approaching or quitting of a leap larger than a <,th in the same

direction as that of the leap.

(ii. )
Harmonic.

(e) Consecutive 5ths, 8ves, or unisons.

(/) Consecutive 4ths from the bass.

(g) Similar motion to a 5th or 8ve between extreme parts.

(h) The doubling of the Leading-note.

CHAPTER II.

i.
" CANTO FERMO " a given subject, usually in semibreves, to which Counterpoint

is to be added.

2. Counterpoint usually classed into five orders, called SPECIES.

CHAPTER II. (continued.}

FIRST SPECIES OF COUNTERPOINT IN TWO PARTS.

WHAT IT is :

(i.) First Species is a Counterpoint in which the notes are of the same length as

those of the Canto Fermo.

(ii.) It consists of concords only (i.e.
common chords and chords of the 6th).



X. SUMMARY.

POINTS IN A GOOD COUNTERPOINT :

(i.) Melodic flow, mainly produced by avoidance of large leaps.

(ii.) Independence of outline (i.e. having a character distinct from that of the

Canto) generally achieved by a prevalence of contrary motion.

WHAT TO AVOID :

(i.) The intervals of unison, 5th, and 8ve, in the midst of an exercise, as

sounding bare and empty (except under the conditions given in the footnote on

page 9).

(ii.) Repetition of a note in two succeeding chords.

(iii.) The major 3rds on the Subdominant and Dominant of a major key, in

succession.

(iv.) The progression of 3rd to stn, when both parts step one degree,

(v.) The direct mediant chord in a major key under nearly all conditions.

(vi.) Supertonic chord followed by Tonic chord, unless they are both in ist

inversion.

INDICATION OF COMPLETE HARMONY BY FIGURING :

(i.) The bass of a Counterpoint should be figured, to indicate the complete

harnwny. In this connexion, remember that

(a) The 3rd and 7th degrees of a major key, and

(b) The and, 3rd, and yth degrees of a minor key, when in the bass, should

always bear chords of the 6th.

(ii.) The interval of 6th on the Dominant bass in a minor key is in reality an

incomplete | chord, and should be figured ffo
to shew that the 4th from the bass is

not to be included in the chord.

A USEFUL HINT : To obtain an independent character, the Counterpoint should not go
in 3rds (or 6ths) with the Canto Fermo for more than three successive notes at

a time.

CHAPTER III.

SECOND SPECIES IN TWO PARTS.
WHAT rr i .

(i.) Second Species is a Counterpoint of " two notes to one "
(e.g., two minims

to each semibreve of the Canto).

(ii.) Where the two parts are struck together, (i.e., at the first beat of each bai),
they must, as in First Species, form a concord.



SUMMARY. XI.

(iii.)
The second note of each bar should be preferably a PASSING-NOTE

approached and quitted by step. Failing the possibility of a passing-note, a note of

the prevailing chord must be taken by leap.

POINTS IN A GOOD SECOND SPECIES :

(i.) Prevalence of conjunct movement.

(ii.) The avoidance of more than two leaps successively, in the same direction.

WHAT TO AVOID :

(i.) The leap to any dissonant note at the second half of a bar. All such notes

must be taken by step.

N.B. Remember that the interval of 4th is a discord, and consequently must always be approached

and quitted by step, in this manner. In connexion with this, be careful not to leap to the yh of the chord

in the bass, if the root is present in the upper voice, as it will produce this interval of 4th.

(ii.) The bare unison (and usually the 5th or 8ve) on the first of the bar. On

the second beat they are allowable.

(iii.) The interval of 5th (or 8ve) on successive first beats.

(iv.) The interval of 5th (or 8ve) in two successive bars even when they do not

both occur on the first beat IF THEY FORM THE EXTREME NOTES OF THE

HARMONY.

(v.) Repeated notes, and general monotony of melodic outline.

TWO USEFUL HINTS :

(i.)
Where the " Canto " has two or more steps in conjunct movement, the

Counterpoint should generally go in contrary motion.

(ii.) Where the
" Canto "

skips a 3rd, the Counterpoint can generally go in

similar motion.

CHAPTER IV.

THIRD SPECIES IN TWO PARTS
WHAT IT is :

(i.)
Third Species is a Counterpoint of (usually) either three or four notes

to one.

(ii.) Where the two parts are struck together (i.e., on the first beat of each bar),

they should form a concord as in First and Second Species.

(iii.)
The remaining notes of each bar may be either passing-notes, or notes of

the harmony.



xji SUMMARY.

POINTS IN A GOOD THIRD SPECIES :

(i.)
Prevalence of conjunct movement.

(ii.) Variety of melodic outline.

(iii.)
The sparing use of such an artificial figure as "

changing-notes."

(Chapter IV., Sec. 7.)

WHAT TO AVOID :

(i.)
The leap (as in Second Species) to any dissonant note. The single exception

is in the case of the interval of 4th, when it occurs in the midst of an arpeggio

in the bass.

(ii.)
The bare unison (and usually the 5th or 8ve) on the first beat of a bar.

Allowable on the weaker beats.

(iii.)
After several steps, the leap in the same direction to an accented note.

(iv.) The interval of unison, 5th or 8ve on successive accented beats.*

(v.) The interval of unison, 5th, or 8ve in successive bars even where they

occur on unaccented beats if they form the EXTREME NOTES of the harmony.

(vi.) The "
tritone," unless in the midst of a scale passage. (Chapter IV.,

Sec. 1 6.)

CHAPTER V.

FOURTH SPECIES IN TWO PARTS.

WHAT IT is :

(i.)
Fourth Species is a syncopated Counterpoint of (usually) two notes to one.

(ii.)
The second beat in this case must always be a concord, and must indicate

the harmony of the bar.

(iii.) I\\Q first beat may be either a SUSPENSION, or a tied concord.

POINTS IN A GOOD FOURTH SPECIES :

(i.) The introduction of Suspensions where possible, in preference to the mere

tying of a note of one bar to form a concord in the next.

(ii.) The use of suspensions resolving on imperfect concords (3rd and 6th) more

frequently than those resolving onperfect concords (8ve and 5th).

WHAT TO AVOID :

(i.) The interval of 5th or 8ve on the second half of successive bars.

X.l>. Either of the above intervals may occur on successive first teals, provided that such interval

does not occur as fart of the harmony twice consecutively.

(ii.)
The breaking of the syncopation, except wJtere absolutely necessary, and then

never for two successive bars.

* In this connexion, remember that the Jrd beat of a bar of quadruple time is a subordinate accent.
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A USEFUL HINT :

Remember that, where a suspension is used, it stands for the time being in

place of the note upon which it is going to resolve, and therefore, where that note of

resolution would cause an unsatisfactory progression, it is impossible for the

suspension to be taken. (See examples in Chapter V., Sees. 9 and 10.)

FOURTH SPECIES OF " THREE NOTES TO ONE."
WHAT IT is :

(a) Here the Counterpoint is in Triple Time. The first and third beats will

be treated exactly as the first and second in Duple Time : the intervening second

beat being either a passing-note, or a note of the prevailing harmony.

(6) In this form of Fourth Species a suspension on the first beat may resolve

upon the second beat, or its resolution may be deferred till the third beat, another

note of the chord (or occasionally a passing-note) intervening.

CHAPTER VI.

FIFTH SPECIES IN TWO PARTS.
WHAT IT is :

(i.)
Fifth Species is a florid Counterpoint, combining the features of Third and

Fourth Species and, in a lesser degree, Second Species.

POINTS IN A GOOD FIFTH SPECIES :

(i.) Variety of melodic outline. To this end no two successive bars should be

of the same melodic or rhythmic pattern.

(ii.)
The fairly frequent, but not exclusive, use of tied notes, particularly as

suspensions.

(iii.) The occasional employment of quavers (where the
" Canto "

is in

semibreves), but only as a rule on the weaker beats (i.e., the second and fourth beats

of common time, not the first and third).

WHAT TO AVOID :

(i.)
The tying of a shorter note over to a longer one. N.B. The best tie is

that of a minim to a crotchet.

(ii.) Syncopation in the midst of a bar.

(iii.)
The use of a minim as the last note of a bar, unless it is tied to the

next bar.

(iv.) The tying of a passing-note.

A USEFUL HINT :

Do not make the Counterpoint too florid, as the effect is not always in direct

proportion to the number of notes employed !

An occasional bar of Second Species is useful and lends variety.





PART IT.

COUNTERPOINT IN THE
FREE STYLE.

CHAPTER XI

i. The Free or Modern Style of Counterpoint differs from the Strict Style in the

fact that, whereas in the latter the harmonic range is limited, in the former all classes of

chords discords as well as concords, both diatonic and chromatic are allowed.

Further, certain restrictions with regard to the treatment of passing-notes which obtained

in the Strict Style are removed in the Free.

Hence, this class of Counterpoint will be found to approximate more closely to

actual composition, as progressively exemplified by the writers of the last two or three

centuries down to the present day.

2. As Free Counterpoint embraces such a wide harmonic field, there is (as has

been stated in the Preface to this volume) a temptation to the learner to introduce into

his early attempts in this class of work extreme progressions that are calculated to

produce crudity and extravagance of effect. The author, therefore, deems it of the

utmost importance that the student should at first be restricted to a purely diatonic chord-

foundation, the use of the more elaborate and complex chromatic element being

reserved until he has had more experience. This course of procedure will also have the

advantage of enabling him to direct his attention more closely to the many freedoms and

graces of melodic outline possible under these newer conditions.

For the above reasons, therefore, all chromatic concords and discords will, as yet, be

excluded from the scheme of work, and all the exercises constructed for the present upon

comparatively simple diatonic harmonies.

3. Included in this category are :

(i.) Triads and their inversions (ist and 2nd),

(ii.) The Dominant yth and its inversions.

(iii.) The Secondary yth upon the Super-tonic (chiefly useful in its ist inversion,

when it is often spoken of as the " chord of the added 6th ").

(iv.) Suspensions formed upon the above chords (available in Fourth and Fifth

Species only).
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4. With these harmonies only it is possible to effectively exemplify the mam
features of the Free Style, and the student's labour will be lightened, and a more

natural and flowing style acquired, by the adoption of a progressive scale of harmonic

complexity

5. As it is somewhat difficult to make essential discords, such as the Dominant yth,

sound satisfactory when written for less than four voices, it will be well to reverse the

order adopted in the study of Strict Counterpoint, and begin with exercises in four parts.

Moreover, it will be found that four-part harmony is the basis of most modern music, and

that two-part and three-part writing is the exception.

6. The student's first experiments may profitably be made, as in Strict

Counterpoint, upon ordinary
" Canti Fermi "

in all the various species ;
to be succeeded,

later on, by more elaborate exercises, consisting of the contrapuntal treatment of

chorals, &c.

7. As not only the 2nd inversion of common chords, but also unprepared discords,

such as the Dominant 7th, are now available, it need scarcely be said that their introduction

must depend upon the possibility of their being approached and quitted in a satisfactory

manner.

8. As the student nas already learnt in his Harmony studies, the second inversion

of a common chord may be followed in two ways, viz. :

(i.) By a chord upon the same bass-note, or its octave, the most frequent

instance of this being found at a cadence, upon a Dominant bass, e.g. :

^m
~r

(ii.) By a chord upon the bass-note next above or below, wnen it usually occurs

iu the midst of a phrase, e.g. :

w
r



9. Tt should be borne in mind, also, that the bass-note of a 2nd inversion must

never be approached by leap from an inversion of another chord, e.g. :

*

Bad. Good. Good.

_u. I

ffo
A

f.j
-



13. The general laws of part-writing remain very much the same as in Strict

Counterpoint, with the following exceptions :

(i.) The interval of minor 701 may now be freely used melodically, particularly

if the two notes forming the interval are both parts of a fundamental discord *
(as in

the case of the root and ;th in a chord of the Dominant 7th), e.g. :

1 Eli

^
J.

(ii.) The leap of an augmented interval is sometimes allowed (see remarks on

Second and Third Species).

(iii.) Consecutive 8ves between Dominant and Tonic chords may occasionally be

permitted by contrary motion.

(iv.) Consecutive 4ths with the bass are admissible if the second of two such

4ths is augmented, as at (a), or if the second 4th is a passing-note, as at (l>) :

4 A

(v.) Similar motion to an 8ve between the extreme parts is allowable if the

second chord is a
, e.g. :

* S "
I'.H.," Chapter XT., Sec. 3.



CHAPTER XII.

FREE COUNTERPOINT ON ORDINARY "CANTO FERMO.V

FIRST SPECIES.

i. As in the Strict Style, this is "note against note" Counterpoint, and the chief

difference will lie in the greater variety of harmony possible. For the present the student

jhould limit himself to the list of chords given in Sec. 3 of Chapter XI.

2. Melodic flow and independence of movement in all the voices should still be

aimed at, and the repetition of a note avoided whenever possible.

3. In four-part Counterpoint it will rarely be necessary to use incomplete harmony

In the event of this being unavoidable at any time, the directions given as to the omission

and doubling of certain notes in Strict Counterpoint will still apply, as far as regards

common chords and ist inversions.

4 With respect to the and inversion of common chords, it is very seldom good to

omit any note. The bass-note is always by far the best note to double.

V -
.

5. In the case of the Dominant yth, the only note that can, as a rule, be

satisfactorily omitted is the 5th ; and, generally speaking, this is unadvisable save when

the direct position of the Dominant yth is resolved upon the direct chord of the Tonic.

Then, if it is desired that the Tonic chord should appear in its complete form (i.e. with

root, 3rd and 5th), the 5th of the Dominant 7th must be left out and the root doubled,

e.g. :

y



9 )

6. The following are models for this class of Counterpoint ;

I.

m

C.F. I

(a) It should be observed that, in Free Counterpoint, the perfect cadence is usually formed by

the progression of the Dominant 7th chord to that of the Tonic. The cadence here is an inverted

perfect cadence, as one of the chords is inverted. The student should also notice that the substitution

of F for the G in the Tenor would have produced the ordinary penultimate chord in Strict Counter-

point, viz :

which is, in reality, an incomplete form of the 2nd inversion of the Dominant 7th, rendered available

as a concord by the absence of the root of the chord.

II.

CF.
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SECOND AND THIRD SPECIES.

7. In the Free Style, the Second and Third Species differ from the corresponding

Species in the Strict Style chiefly in the greater liberty allowed in the treatment of

passing-notes.

8. These will, as in Strict Counterpoint, occur mainly on the un-accented beats
;

but accented passing-notes may now be much more freely used if the melodic outline

can thereby be rendered more interesting. In such cases, the first note of the bar will be

a discord, and the concord (its resolution) will fall upon a weaker accent.*

o. Both un-accented and accented passing-notes may be leapt to, provided they

resolve by step, as at (a) and (6). The leap thus made may occasionally be that of an

augmented interval, as at (6) :

() (*)

rjfcECEi if/L ^ rd
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In like manner, when a passing-note that has been approached by leap resolves upwards

upon either the sth or root of a chord, a similar chromatic inflection should be made, e.g. :

s
Q _Q.

Below any other note of a chord than the two mentioned above, either a semitone or a

tone may be taken, but it will often be found that the former is preferable.

12. In connection with the rule in Sec. n, it should be noticed that no "false

relation
"

(
" P.H." Chapter XL, Sec. 9) exists between the chromatic passing-note below

the root of a chord of the 7th, and the 7th itself, e.g. :

Good.

: A
i 1 j~l





(rf)

mIZ2T764
3

At (a), (4), (r), (d), (e) and (/) will be seen instances o( accented passing-notes.

At (.f) the Leading-note is doubled ; this is allowable when a moving part proceeds, as here, in

arpeggio from the 5th of the Dominant chord down to the 5th of the Tonic chord.

II.

C.F.
fl J>

..
1
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(ii.) The first note of each bar may be either a note of the prevailing harmony,
as at (c) and (d} below, or a suspension as at (e).



( too )

C.F.

9 8

r? f> .>-*. -i
I r fi I P-J e S=^=p=tec

(a) Suspended 6th, taken upon 3rd inversion of Dominant 7th.

(b) and (c) Suspension of 2 to 3, in direct position.

(rf) Suspension of 2 to 3, taken upon 2nd inversion of Dominant 7th.

FIFTH SPECIES.

20. The chief, if not the only difference between Fifth Species in the Free Style
and Fifth Species in the Strict beyond the greater harmonic freedom lies in the fact

that a suspension may be occasionally prepared by a passing-note, e.g. :

X
1

1 n

-Q.

7-

4

In ether respects, since the Fifth Species is, in the main, a fusion of Third and Fourth
Species, with the occasional use of Second Species, the directions given in Sees. 7-19
will apply equally to the exercises now to be worked.



21. The following are examples of Fifth Species :

C.F.

x~3
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o

3E3E

w
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1
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^f
m

i
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(o) A modern expansion of the figure of "
changing-notes

"
described in Chapter IV., Sec. 7.

Here, it will be noticed, the leap from the passing-note, D, is made to a harmony-note, F, and not

to another passing-note, as is always the case in Strict Style. The final note in the bar (E) is of

course the Dominant 7th, resolving upon the 3rd of the Tonic chord in the last bar.



CHAPTER XIII

THREE-PART AND TWO-PART COUNTERPOINT IN THE
FREE STYLE.

i. From the fact that so many of the harmonies permitted in the Free Style require

in their complete form four (and sometimes more) notes, the chief difficulties in three-

part, and still more in two-part Counterpoint lie in so disposing the notes of each chord

that no sense of bareness or emptiness shall result, and also in making clear and

satisfactory the resolution of incomplete discords.

2. To accomplish this end, it is often possible in the more florid species to make

one of the parts move in arpeggio in three-part writing, and thus simulate the effect of a

complete chord, e.g. :

(a)
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and (r)
better than (d)

Instances may possibly occur from time to time when such an arrangement of the parts

as is seen at (b) and (d) will be inevitable, and even desirable ; still, it is well to bear the

above direction in mind in the majority of cases.

5. In two-part writing, the root will perforce often have to be left out, when the

3rd and the 7th, the two notes requiring resolution, will be the only notes present, e.g. :

1

although it would be quite correct to write the following :

s^^^H (d)WgEElEE

N.B. The interval of 2nd (as at (c),) representing the last inversion of the Dominant 7th, is perhaps
more satisfactory than the interval of 7th (as at (</),) representing the original position of the chord.

6. It is comparatively seldom that two-part, or even three-part, Counterpoint is

employed in actual composition ; but there are occasions, notably in the course of the

exposition of a fugue, where such writing is necessary, and it is of the utmost importance

that the student should gain the power of rendering such passages harmonically clear,

and free from ambiguity.

7. The following examples will be sufficient to indicate the chief characteristics

of Free Counterpoint in two and three parts. It will be needless to exemplify all the

various species, as the principle is the same throughout, and the student should find

Uttle or no difficulty in supplying those not given here.

I. THREE-PART COUNTERPOINT.

(i.) First Species.

C.F.
V L 2



(ii.) Second Species. (*)

(a)

C.F. 3

U T "i _Q
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C.F.

(iv.) Third Species.
(")

=

(<)

3=2E

(rf)

iilE

(o) An appropriate use of an accented passing-note.

(4) The 5th of the chord taken in arpeggio, and quitted by step. (See Chapter XII.,
Sec. 13, Example (c).)

(f) Observe that the ;th of the chord of the Dominant ;th resolves regularly upon the 3rd of
the Tonic chord at the beginning of the next bar.

(d) Passing-note approached by leap.

8. Further specimens of two and three-part writing in the Free Style will 02 found
in Chapters XV. and XVI.
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CHAPTER XIV.

THE CONTRAPUNTAL ELABORATION OF CHORALS.

J. An interesting and profitable exercise at this stage of the learner's studies will

be formed by the addition of Counterpoint to Chorals and other subjects in which the

length of the notes varies, and in which the harmony does not always change at regulat

distances, as in previous examples.*

2. For the purpose of such exercises, by far the most useful species are the second

and the fifth, these being the only two species ever used for any length of time in actual

composition. The Second Species is often employed to give zest and impetus in the

treatment of a theme, and the student will doubtless be able to recall many a passage

from his every-day music in which, for instance, the bass moves in notes of half the value

of those in the melody it supports. The following example will illustrate this particularly

effective and useful device :

flA^t J J
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4. The above illustration calls for two or three remarks :

(i.) It will be observed that the moving part is placed in the bass, which is,

generally speaking, the most useful position for it.

(ii.) In bars 2, 5, 7, 9, 12 and 15, one of the other voices moves in notes of

the same length as the Counterpoint ; in such cases care should be taken that the

two moving parts should be concordant with one another unless, as in the following

examples, they strike together notes of an essential discord :

X

()



(iii.) The harmonies, it will be noticed, change mostly at equal distances ; it

is by no means necessary that such should invariably be the case ; on the contrary

the occasional employment of. two harmonies to one beat, as shewn in bars 2, 14

and 1 6 is of excellent effect. Rapid changes of harmony on un-accented beats

should however be rather sparingly employed, as they often give an unpleasant

sense of harmonic over-elaboration, and somewhat destroy the contrapuntal character

aimed at.

(iv.) Simple changes of key are desirable, in order to avoid monotony. Such

modulations will be seen at the beginning of the second line of the Choral, where

the music passes from B minor into D major ; and at the end of the third line, where

the original key returns. As the learner will have by this time considered the

subject of modulation in his harmony studies, no remarks need be made here upon
it further than to say that, in such exercises as the present, the modulation should

be limited to the "
related

"
keys, and that on no account should extraneous

modulation be employed.

(For further treatment of the subject of modulation, See "
P.H.," Chapter XI. and Chapter XXXII.)

(v.) The harmony throughout is essentially diatonic, as generally best befits the

somewhat austere nature of the "
Choral." Especial attention should be given in

the above example to (i.) the appropriate use of the "chord of the added 6th" just

before the cadence at the end of line 2
; (U.) the introduction of u suspended pth

in bar 2 of line 3 ; (iii.) the sounding of the diminished triad of the Super-tonic of

a minor key in the third bar of line 3, treated according to the rule for its proper

method of resolution ("P.H.," Chapter VI., Sec. 5), &c.

C.F.

II. CHORAL IN ALTO.

(Florid part in Treble.)

-*

SH

^
^
^
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5. Our second example shews the Choral placed in the alto voice, with the florid

part \n the treble. With this arrangement of parts, more than ordinary pains should be

taken to make the florid part melodious, since, from its position as the topmost voice,

it is rendered particularly conspicuous. The accented passing-notes in bars 5, 6, 1 1 and

i z should be noticed ;
it will be observed that the flow of the Counterpoint is, by their

means, materially aided; conjunct movement being rendered possible in nearly every

case by their employment. The consecutive yths in bar 12 are, in the Free Style,

unobjectionable, as the B and A in the treble on the second and third crotchets of the

bar are passing-notes.

III. CHORAL IN TREBLE.

(Florid part in Tenor.)

-|J J
r r i-C.F.
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6. Example 3 has the Choral in the treble, accompanied by a tenor almost entirely

m Second Species. There is little that needs special mention here, except the introduction,

in two places (bars 4 and 5), of the Fourth Species, and the rather more frequent use of

Second Species in another voice besides the continuously-moving one in this case,

the alto, as in bars i, 2, 4 and 8, and the bass, as in bars 3, 6 and 7.

IV. CHORAL IN BASS.

(Florid part in Alto.)

rniffcnriLN

.-iJjJJrT

j_j j j i.^ ' * .j;
C.F.

7. The 4th example gives the Choral to the bass voice, with a florid alto part.

Comparatively few melodies of this character form a good bass, and the student must, in

attempting this form of exercise, use much care in the selection of a fitting subject. He
will find that the chief difficulty lies in the frequent impossibility of obtaining satisfactory



cadences. In the Choral here chosen, the cadences are fairly manageable, the only one

which is at all weak being the final one, which, it will be observed, is only an inverted

perfect cadence, the penultimate Dominant chord not being in its direct position.

8. The learner should next attempt some exercises in which, although the Choral

's, accompanied by the Second Species throughout, the florid movement is not given

entirely to one voice, but is transferred from part to part as occasion and effect suggest.

Here two simultaneous florid voices may more frequently occur than in the class of

exercise last under consideration. The use of more than two moving parts often causes

the effect of rapidly-changing harmony, and takes away the essentially contrapuntal

aspect, e.g. :

TT Tr
^ 3g-

ifl
f=F=r

Although the above passage is perfectly correct harmony, the absence of passing-notes,

which do not between them form new chords, renders the Counterpoint somewhat heavy

and gives a sense of over-elaboration. Therefore, if the student introduces three moving

voices at all, he should so arrange matters that some note characteristic of the prevailing

barmony generally remains to be sounded against the passing-notes, as at (a), (l>)
and

(<r)

Oelow :

(*) M
i.

r
II

-rr
9. The following will serve as illustrations of the kind of exercise just described :

I. CHORAL IN TREBLE.

J o





(a) The use of the chord of the Augmented 6th. here (with an accented passing-note in the

treble) should be observed. The student should carefully analyse the harmonies throughout.

io. It will be seen by the first of the above examples that the Second Species is

maintained almost throughout ;
the only exceptions being the introduction of Fourth

Species in bars i and 2, and the employment of quavers in the tenor of bar 2, and the

alto of bar 3. The departure from the crotchet movement is justified by the increased

smoothness of the Counterpoint.

In Example 2 the Choral (chiefly in minims) is given to the tenor, while the other

parts between them preserve a movement in notes of half the value. It will not escape

notice that Counterpoint based upon the principle of Fourth Species occurs more

frequently in this example than in those preceding it ( Vide bars 1-2, 3, 5, 6-7, 10-11,

13, 15, and 16).

ii. The two following Chorals have Counterpoint of the Third Species added to

them in one of the parts : though perhaps hardly so useful a form of exercise as the

preceding, the working of a few such examples will be distinctly beneficial to the learner.

The Third Species may also be transferred from part to part, similarly to the Second

Species in Sec. 9.

I.

C.F. 35
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At
(l>)

will be seen an instance of two simultaneous accented passing-notes (viz.,
the

G in the alto and the Eft in the bass), taken upon the ist inversion of the Dominant 7th in

G minor. The second note in the alto of this bar is, of course, a "
changing-note,"

approached by the leap of a 3rd from the accented passing-note G, and resolving upon

the harmony note, A.

II.

C.F.
-:

^g
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The above needs no comment.



CHAPTER XV.

CONTRAPUNTAL ELABORATION ON THE BASIS OF THE
FIFTH SPECIES.

i. As has been stated earlier in this volume, the Counterpoint found in actual

composition is chiefly formed upon the idea of " Combined Fifth Species," as the various

parts so often move against one another in notes of varying lengths.

2. It will be well now for the student to attempt some exercises in which the

Counterpoint shall be of this character ; and in so doing, he may add variety to his work

by not only using
" Canti Fermi" in which the notes are mostly of the same length

throughout, but also others in which the movement is distinctly florid.

3. The harmony may now be of a more elaborate character; in fact, the only

restriction that need be considered in the choice of chords is that of fitness. It

cannot be too strongly insisted upon that the effect produced will often be in inverse

proportion to the complexity of the harmonic combinations.

' * .
r '

' ~"
\

,

4. Modulation (chiefly to related keys) should be employed, especial care being
taken that such changes of key are natural and unforced in their effect.

5. The following examples will indicate the method of working :

I. THREE FLORID PARTS ADDED TO A SEMIBREVE C.F. IN BASS.

-ftk-^ f= LFJ/ IP
f^ r

*i n
!#-afr

w

C.F. -T5- m
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6. The above example does not require much comment, as it contains little that

will not readily be perceived. It will be observed that a modulation is made, in bars 4

and 5, to the key of the Dominant, the music afterwards returning to the Tonic key, and

transiently suggesting the Sub-dominant key in bar 8 The accented passing-notes in the

Treble at (a) and (6) should not escape notice, as they are struck against one of the

moving parts

II. Two FLORID PARTS ADDED TO A FLORID C.F. IN BASS.

m (a)

r *r up ^

C.F.
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introduced by the student in his own exercises. It need hardly be said that it is not

necessary or desirable that only one chord should be used in each bar ; on the contrary,

the harmony should be changed more frequently, as the above example will shew.

(See particularly bars 4 and 6, in which it is changed at each beat). Care should,

however, be taken to avoid an exaggerated use of this otherwise legitimate and effective

source of interest.

III. THREE FLORID PARTS ADDED TO A FLORID C.F. IN ALTO.

m ^m
E^E

pg ~r?~

it̂t

8. A florid C.F. in the Alto is here surrounded by three other florid parts. Beyond
a passing reference to the modulations to B minor and E minor in bars 3 and 5, the

passage requires no comment.

IV. THREE FLORID PARTS ADDED TO CHORAL IN TREBLE.

C.F.

fo)jj4 -= i s. n^n1 ii *^*|j^^ ^-^y^rlga
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9. Here the C.F. (the "Old looth" tune) is given to the Treble, and three florid

parts are added beneath. The cadences should be carefully studied, as also should

the modulations throughout the example, which, it will be noticed, are to the related

keys of the principal Tonic only.
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VIOLIN.

VIOLA.

VIOLONCELLO.

V Two FLORID PARTS ADDED TO FLORID C.F. IN TREBLE.

(For String Trio).

Allegretto.

H

v\ m
cres.

tr

rail.

:3rt

rail.

rail.

(a)

10. In this instance the music is adapted for a trio of stringed-instruments, viz.

Violin, Viola (written for in the Alto clef) and Violoncello, the chief melody (or
" Canto

Fermo ") being given to the Violin, the Viola and Violoncello adding two independent

florid parts. The harmonies throughout should be carefully analysed.

The sounding of a dissonant interval by two parts moving simultaneously, as at (a),

is permissible in the Free Style when, as here, one voice takes a passing-note by step,

and the other moves in arpeggio in the opposite direction.

The student must remember, in writing an exercise for bowed-instruments, that the lowest possible

notes on the Violin, Viola, and Violoncello respectively, are :

and <gfz

It will be advisable to restrict the upward compass to \@= :|
for the Violin, rag

B fc r

~~G **" ~D~~

the Viola, and
I

1

Ed for the Violoncello.

~A
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VI. THREE FLORID PARTS ADDED TO FLORID C.F. IN ALTO.

(For String Quartet).

Andante.

VIOLIN I.

VIOLIN II.

VIOLA.

VIOLONCELLO.

T * * tiEi I * * * =m

m

ii. A quartet of bowed-instruments is here written for, the "Canto Fermo" being

allotted to the 2nd Violin. The example needs no detailed comment.

VII. THREE FLORID PARTS ADDED TO FLORID C.F. IN TENOR.

(For String Quartet.)

Andante. f

VIOLIN I.

VIOLIN II.

VIOLA.

VIOLONCELLO.

^-H
C.F. mt

cj rpc



p calando.

r r*
l ^n

JP calando,

\, '.

P calando.

P calando.

^ f *-

12. Here the same quartet of instruments is used, the "Canto Fermo" being given to

the Viola. The crossing of the two middle voices in bar 6 should be noticed, the

2nd Violin being written for below the Viola, on the first beat, for the sake of a richei

distribution of the harmony.

The imitation at (a) should not escape observation. It is made all the clearer by

reason of the Viola entering unaccompanied.

VIII. -THREE FLORID PARTS ADDED TO FLORID C.F. IN TREBLE.

(For Organ.)

C.F.

MANUALS.

PEDALS.

(Coupled to

Manuals.)

13. This example, also in four parts, is arranged for the Organ. The pedal part, it

must be remembered, sounds an Sve lower than written, and, when coupled to the

manuals, as indicated in this case, is doubled in the Sve above (that is to say, at the

written pitch).



( "4

The passage therefore will sound as follows :

l&c.

giving a rich and solid foundation to the harmony. The pedal-part must never be

taken below B|p=
~

U, sounding |@P~ =j|.

(Written-note.)

VIOLIN I.

VIOLIN II.

IX. ONE FLORID PART ADDED TO FLORID C.F. IN TREBLE.

(For Two Violins.)

C.K. Allegretto seinplia.

,J-

Illf

poco-a-poco. crts.

S^3^f:



14- An instance of two-part Counterpoint, in the shape of a florid part for a

2nd Violin added beneath a melody given to the ist Violin. The piece should be

studied in the light of the remarks as to two and three-part Counterpoint in

Chapter XIII.

X. FOUR FLORID PARTS ADDED TO FLORID C.F. IN TREBLE.

(For String Quintet.)

Andante moderate.

. * C.F. ' _=- -=i- JL-

VIOLIN I.

VIOLIN II.

VIOLA I.

VIOLA II.

"lOLONCEI.LO.

I'M

-^-F (=

p ^

i PC

te

HK=ic 1

y j ^ jszC

^

H^^=^^
=Et



/cff-ljfr'^*--
"

i L
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15. This example consists of a specimen of writing for a quintet ot bowed-

instruments, the principal melody, or "Canto Fermo "
being given to the ist Violin.

It will be observed that large use is made of the figure at (a) imitationally in the various

parts, homogeneity of effect being obtained by this means. The rhythm of the whole

passage should be carefully noted, and the harmonies analysed.

XI. FLORID COUNTERPOINT FOR DOUBLE CHOIR (eight parts), ADDED TO
FLORID C.F. IN ist SOPRANO.
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dim e nt.

dim. erit.

dim. erit.

dim. erit.

1

1
dim. erit.

r
dim. e rit.

dim. e rit.

dim. ent.

1 6. Our final example shews a passage adapted for a Double Choir. In such

writing, the music often assumes an antiphonal or responsive character (e.g., in the first

two bars), and imitational effects, such as will be found throughout the illustration,

usually form an important element of interest.

17. The possibilities of the class of writing described in this chapter are practically

inexhaustible, :md the student should work very many exercises on this plan. He will

find that the skill and facility he will acquire thereby will more than repay him for the

time and trouble expended

1 8. In the succeeding chapter will be found a collection of extracts from the works

of the best writers, ancient and modern, illustrative of the various ways in which

Counterpoint is employed in actual composition. A close examination and study of these

will amply reward the earnest student, as not only will he be able to discern from them

the many uses to which Counterpoint is put, but also to realize its enriching and

strengthening effect in the hands of a master, and the vital and essential part it plays in

the higher and nobler forms of the Art of Music.



CHAPTER XV!.

ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE USES OF COUNTERPOINT IN

ACTUAL COMPOSITION.

i The following examples have been selected from the works of the best writers of

various periods and of different schools of thought, and will amply demonstrate the

important part that Counterpoint plays in the construction of the masterpieces with which

the world has been enriched during the last few centuries.

It has not been thought necessary or advisable to include extracts from works

interior to the time of Palestrina (1528-1594), as their character is so often archaic, and

consequently of but little practical value to the present-day student, except from a purely

historical point of view. What has been attempted, however, is the bringing before his

notice some typical instances of contrapuntal writing that may stand him in good stead

in his own endeavours in composition, by shewing him the many artistic forms that

Counterpoint may take in the hands of an accomplished composer, and the various

objects it achieves. These may be categorically described as follows :

(i.) The addition of a more rapidly moving part to a simple theme, for the

purpose of giving zest and interest to it. (Examples I.-IV.)

(ii.) Independence of melodic movement in dealing with (a) simple, and (6}

florid vocal or instrumental parts, resulting often in imitative writing. (Examples

V.-XVII.)

(iii.)
The addition of an entirely new theme to one already heard. (Examples

XVIII.-XX.)

(iv.) The combination f themes of differing characters, previously heard

separately. (Examples XXI.-XXII.)

(v.) Invertible part-writing generally described as Double Counterpoint.

(Examples. XXIII.-XXV.)

(vi.) The artistic elaboration of Chorals. (Example XXVI.)

IL Largo.

y *>- f^



EXAMPLE II.

MENDELSSOHN Prelude and Fugue in E minor.

Con forta.

The above extract, taken from the concluding portion of Mendelssohn s great

Pianoforte Fugue in E minor, is a particularly fine example of a Counterpoint chiefly in

Third Species, placed below a Choral. The whole passage is too long for quotation

here, but it will repay the closest examination in its entirety.

EXAMPLE III.

MENDELSSOHN 42nd Psalm.

4/M

For

Allegro assai.

I had gone forth most glad
-
ly with

J=L-^-

the peo
-
pie

5 -i

Another example of Mendelssohn's particularly fluent and happy contrapuntal

facility. Anyone knowing the beautiful Psalm from which the quotation is made, will

have no difficulty in recalling the wonderfully animated effect of the Counterpoint.

ist VIOLINS,
FLUTES &
CLARINETS.

2nd VIOLINS,
VIOLAS &
OBOES.

'CELLOS,
DOUBLE- BASSES,
HASSOONS, &

MASS TROMBONE.

Andante con molo.

!

A;

EXAMPLE IV.

SCHUBERT " Unfinished
"
Sympnony.

-~^



n &o_

Here will be seen a bass melody (part of the second subject of the slow movement

of Schubert's lovely Symphony in B minor), enriched by two simultaneous Counterpoints,

one in Fourth Species in the highest part, and one in Third Species in the middle

part.

EXAMPLE V.

Andante sostenuio

MENDELSSOHN Elijah.

SOPRANO.

ALTO.

TENOR.
(Svc lower.)

BASS.

(i-JJLJ}-\> P ^



and, i the Pianoforte, much the same effect would have been produced ;
but it will not

require more than a moment's thought to reveal the fact that, if sung by voices, a vtri

great part of the beauty of the music would be entirely lost, for, not only would the

richness due to the employment of special registers of the Alto and Tenor voices

disappear, but the melodic outline would, in each case, be stultified and almost

ruined.

EXAMPLE VI.

J. S. BACH Two-part Invention in F mi-noi

An example of two-part writing of an exceptionally flowing and complete

character. The absolutely independent movement of the two voices should not escape

observation.

Andante con molo.

EXAMPLE VII.

J. S. BACH Three-part Invention in B flat.

Til
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EXAMPLE VIII.

J G. ALBRECHTSBERGER Trio in B flat.

Andante moderate.

The two above examples of florid three-part writing will repay detailed examination.

Other passages illustrative of two and three-part Counterpoint will be found in abundance

in the many
" Inventions

"
of Bach, and in his Preludes and Fugues.

EXAMPLE IX.

HANDEL " Messiah."

A tempo ordinano.

SOPRANO.

ALTO

TENOR.
j 8 IK lower. )

BASS.

S3
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MHe
*y-

ry-

ot ry-

--
Lj* u&-

ry.

Independent writing for four voices is shewn in tne above extract.

EXAMPLE X.

Allegro assai.

P
"

BEETHOVEN Symphony No. 9.

VIOLIN I.

VIOLIN II.

VIOLA &
VIOLONCELLO.

DOUBLE-BASS.

(Sve lower. )

An orchestral string-quartet is here written for by Beethoven, the somewhat unusual

plan being adopted of separating the 'Cellos from the Double-Basses in order to strengthen

the Viola-part with the result that the Bass, which sounds an Sve lower than written, is



for the most part at some considerable distance from the part next above it. The

frequent crossing of the two middle voices should be noticed, as the melodic flow is by
this means considerably helped.

EXAMPLE XI.

SOPRANO.

ALTO.

TENOR.
(8ve lower.)

BASS.

ACCOMPT.

Allegro molto.

MENDELSSOHN Elijah.

ES: J EE*EE

And the sea was up heav - ed, And the

And the sea was up heav -
ed,

And the sea was up

/f f -.

And the

^ -i -i j- -i =i -i J_m 1 ff^__ -J 1 0i ..SE^

dim.
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sha

*S
ken, was sha ken.

> Tr-4- ^ i
ken, was sha - ken.

the earth was sha - ken, was sha - ken.

ken, was sha ken.

r^ I
pp

3=

Close imitational writing is illustrated by this example, the phrase started by the

Soprano voice being taken up in turn by the Alto, Tenor, and Bass, at the distance of a

half-bar in each case giving to the passage an effect of extraordinary stress and

intensity

EXAMPLE XII.

ist SOPRANO

NO. I

AlUyro vivace.
MENDELSSOHN St. Paul.

2nd SOPRANO

AI.TO.

TENOR.
(8ve lower. )

BASS.

ORCHESTRA.

Now are made man - i - fest . . Thy glo - rious law and

Iie '

.

fore
Thee,

shall wor -

ship Thy Name. Now are made man - i-fest

Be - fore Thee, and shall

/ Violins.
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feature. It should not escape observation that the figure given to the Violins practically

adds a sixth part to the Counterpoint.

EXAMPLE XIII

PALESTRINA Missa Papae Marcdh.

SOPRANO I.

SOPRANO II.

CONTRALTO I.

CONTRALTO II.

& TENOR.
(8ve lower.)

BASS I.

BASS II.

men, A

i

i i

$ ... i
i
"

^
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I men.
A

m
men.
A

^3=

men, men.

A

1

*A----------- ... men.

This "
Amen," forming the conclusion of the " Credo "

of Palestrina's great Mass, is

interesting, not only as a beautiful illustration of six-part vocal Counterpoint, but also as a

specimen of the "
Strict

"
Style, in its purest and loftiest form.

Compare the imitation in this extract with that in Example XI.

IST SOPRANO

IST ALTO.

IST TENOR.
(8vc lower.)

IST BASS.

2ND SOPRANO.

2ND ALTO.

2ND TENOR.
(&vt lower.)

2ND BASS.

ACCOMPANIMENT.

EXAMPLE XIV.
tempo ziusto.

n ^
' L?

thro wil - der- ness,

HANDKL Israel in Egypt.

m
He

t
-tf

i/ 4-

As

E

thro'

=*==
wil - der - ness, He

As

T Vf 0m ^^
^^^^3E$^E1
thro' a wil-der-ness, He

deep, He led them

wil - der -ness, He led them

As

He led them

at
thro' wil-der-ness, He

deep, He
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EXAMPLE XV.

J. S. BACH St. Matthew Passion.



tell

tell .... us, O tell . us, O

tell us, O tell us,

E3E
- -&

tell us, O tell us, O

'"* L' ^M^^faSzT? -^rrr



us, O tell us, O tell us, O tell us, O tell us, Thou Christ,

us, O tell us, O tell us, O tell us, O tell us, Thou Christ,

us, O tell us, O tell us, O tell us, O tell us, Thou Christ,

gffg^Pj
tell us, Thou

&C
t I \ 1-

4* * 1 =

tell us, O tell us, O tell us, O tell us, O tell us, Thou

r/_

tell us, O tell us, O tell us, O tell us, O tell us, Thou

r if*
:./

tell us, O tell us, O tell us, O tell us, O tell us, Thou

This wonderful passage, taken from a work that is full of wonders, shows an eight-

part chorus, ia which the writing is of tho most independent character, accompanied by a

more or less free part for the orchestra, the whole exhibiting in a marked degree Bach's

narvellous power of dealing with complex contrapuntal effects.

The sense of tumult produced by the many voices, as they angrily and tauntingly

exclaim :

" Tell us, thou Christ, who now smote Thee ?
"

will not readily be forgotten by

those who have heard the sublime composition from which the extract is made.

The student should examine every detail of the passage with the closest attention.
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KXAMPLE XVI

WAGNER" Die Walkiire."

IlKLMWIGC.

ORTLIWDB.

GERHILDK.

WALTRAUTK.

SIBORUNE.

ROSSWBISSE.

GRIMGERDE.

SCHWERTLKITE.

griev

ORCHESTRA. <

griev

griev

grace !

ous dis - grace !

Grim

Grim

O deal

not, thou grim

dis

Âh

ous dis

not, thou

fa -
ther,



grace, grim heart - ed God !

Grim heart - ed God ! deal

heart - ed God ! deal not ais -

deal not this griev
- ous dis grace ! deal

I
grace ! Grim fa -

ther, deal not to

S S

fa -
ther, deal not, ah deal . not this

9 f-

fa -
ther, deal not, oh deal not to

deal not, ah deal not to her

<T
a-rrrrr
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deai . not to ner this griev

not dis grace, grim fa -
ther,

grace. Grim fa -
ther, oh

B=s

not dis -
grace, grim fa -

ther, deal not this dis

this griev
- ous dis -

grace ! Oh

griev
- ous dis -

grace to her !

ner, Such a griev
- ous dis -

grace,

such a griev - ous dis -
grace, deal not this



ff

/-



EXAMPLE XVII.

VERDI Falstafif.

ALICE.

QUICKLY.

FENTON.
(Svc Imotr. )

FAI.STAFF.

Allegro brioso.

ANNE.

INEZ.

DR. CAIUS.

(Sve lower. )

FORD.

BARDOLPH.

(tietlowtr.)

I'lSTOl.

jol
-

ly.

'ol ly.

_f ^. rj 1
jol

-
ly. Rea dy

"

jol-ly. And laughs up -on slight pro
- vo - - ca -

tion, laughs .. up-on

Test -ing is man's vo

Jest -ing is man's vo -
ca-tion, man's vo - ca '-

Jt
ing, jest -ing is man's vo - -

Jest- ing is man's vo-ca tion, . man s vo-ca
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AlUgro motto vivace.

Violin Solo. .

EXAMPLE XVIII.

MENDELSSOHN Violin Concerto.

The above well-known fragment of the last movement of Mendelssohn's Violin

Zoncerto illustrates another use of Counterpoint, viz., that of adding a counter-theme of

distinct character to another that has already been heard. This device is particularly

useful in imparting interest to the return of a principal subject, especially in a movement
of any considerable length. The example quoted above shews an exceptionally happy
use of this effect, the "

cantabile
"
nature of the counter-theme in the 'Cellos and Horn

contrasting admirably with the brilliant first subject in the Solo Violin. In the score there

are some important parts for the Wood-Wind accompanying the Solo instrument, but

these have been omitted to save space, as their inclusion was not necessary to the present

purpose.

Andante.

EXAMPLE XIX.

DVORAK" New World "
Symphony.

FLUTES &
OBOES.

CLARINETS.

VIOLIN I.

VIOLIN II.

VIOI.A.



r_|4i d ^J- J
'
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j
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WOOD-WIND.

VIOLONCELLOS.

DOUBLE-BASSES.

(Sve lower.)

EXAMPLE XX.

TSCHAIKOWSKY " Pathetic
"
Symphony.

Allegro con grazia. 3 _,. Jt -&-" '

-f-f" T
,
F '

-

/ TT r-

Here the. counter-theme is given to the 'Cellos, the principal subject appearing in the

Wood-wind. Other supporting parts of no melodic importance are not included in

this illustration, owing to exigencies of space

LUCIFER.

CHORUS
(Tenor & Bass).

ORCHESTRA.

$H3t

EXAMPLE XXI.

SULLIVAN Golden Legend.

First I must act tomy heart's content This

Cu -
jus fa - her

M
auc - tor

Brass.
**
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mum me -
ry and this mer -. ri merit, And drive this mot - ley

'lu Cu -
jus

12j L.

flockofsheep Into the field where drink and sleep the jollyold friars of Be - nevent

y

por
- tae lig

- num cm cu -
jus &C.

Yet .another use of Counterpoint is shewn here, viz., the combination of contrasted

themes which have generally been used separately at an earlier period of a

composition. Three subjects could not well be more dissimilar in character than the

almost rollicking theme given to the "
brass," the taunting music of Lucifer, and the chant

of the pilgrims, yet their union is effected with apparent ease by a master of contrapuntal

resource.
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FLUTE.

OBOES.

BASSOONS.

HORNS
(&ve Imaer).

TRUMPETS.

DRUMS.

ist VIOLINS.

znd VIOLINS.

VIOLAS

KXAMl'LK XXII

MOZART "
Jupiter

"
Symphony.

W/
"-'M

CELLOS

DOUBLE 1:

(8f< Ir.i'cr).

fe^Tr r r TE

i

$_<

IS.

W
"

f- f
2-

El

^^
<),

J- -, I .

I (a)

^2

1

s^



tr

.,
r

^
t

tr

J

+-1 4 JiC
j- j- J JJ r

-3-

^

f f f

' ^ ^

~?3-

M



II

s
tr ^

j. i 4 4-- -r -^

/r

I I I

I T

3s

-O-



.a.

a.a -
^:

_o L

&c

/r

N I

f ^
f *

This consummate piece of contrapuntal writing illustrates the combination of five

distinct subjects, all of which have been heard separately earlier in the movement. For

the purpose of examination they have been marked with the letters (a), (b), (c), (rf), and

(e), where the combination first takes place, this being the order in which they appear
before being brought together to form the veritable

"
tour de force

"
here quoted
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EXAMPLE XXIII.

J. S. BACH" Wohltemperirtes Clavier," Fugue No. 2

&n J gJ^z
1

"KSrgJ

-* r~\
*'*m m *- 7^:

r
^11

&c.

tf^j. 1{
-U

'"'TVh L S ^
In this passage the Counterpoint is invertible ; in other words, as will be seen by

the two forms (a) and (b), what was in the first instance an upper part is equally

available and effective as a lower part, and vice versd.

Such Counterpoint is called "Double Counterpoint,"* and is of invaluable importance
in fugal writing, besides being a source of interest in freer composition.

EXAMPLE XXIV.

BEETHOVEN Pianoforte Sonata in D, Op. 28.

m

m-*-JfM '

fc=

'

i for .L.

&c

A similar instance of Double Counterpoint.

It was Ihc Author's intention U> have included a Chanter on Dntihlc Pn,,, ^- .

,,,k. but ihe imp^iLilily ol s.n c.ssiullv irraiinP M.ch .^ L nt ^Uer in h^ '",

''
""T"

would have Uvn ;
; , lumi ,,,

'

, lle iclca

n

7^^Towever ^ <
**"*?

, ..^ctht-r some- thou,;!^ on ihh subjc-ct, tu forn, u separate vo ume
*"****' at some fulure '""e to
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EXAMPLE XXV.
BRAHMS Symphony in C minor.

ist VIOLINS.

2nd VIOLINS.

VIOLAS.

CELLOS.

DOUBLE BASSES

(%ve lower).

t_/ I ""-- -
'" ^^^m^

/ ^ , _. . >
,

=^&=^
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i>

q=^F

>) tj
.

|

f y.
^ J

i
!- &c

A very powerful example of Double Counterpoint. It will be observed that the two

themes running side by side in the first eight bars become, at the ninth bar, inverted,

imparting much vigour and strength to the music.

Soi'RANO.

Al.TO.

TKNOK.

HASS.

Moderato.

CHORAL^

EXAMPLE XXVI.

J. S. BACH Cantata, "Wachet atif."

Wach' auf, du Stadt^
Wach'auf, wach' auf, wach'auf, du Stadt Je - ru -

/
l

Wach'auf, wach'auf, wach'avif, du Stadt Je -

Wac!)' :u,i, wach' auf, wac!.' auf, du Stadt ]c

1% IKUMKM.U,
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CHAPTER XVII.

A COLLECTION OF "CANTI FERMI," UPON WHICH VARIOUS KINDS

OF COUNTERPOINT MAY BE CONSTRUCTED.*

I. ORDINARY "CANTI" FOR COUNTERPOINT OF FROM Two TO EIGHT

PARTS (Strict or Free).

N.B. These "Canti" are given here in the Alto Clef only, but they may all be transposed into other

voices in the manner described in Chapter Vlf., Sec. 9. They are here written in duple (or quadruple)

time ; by placing a dot after each note, they may be readily adapted for exercises with three or six notes

against one. The student should endeavour to write
" Canti

"
of his own upon the plan of those here

given.

The dash indicates the first rhythmical accent of the "Canto." (See Chapter //., Sec. 15, foot-note

to Example I.).

/

2.

L

1

3. *=*-
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8. ^ ro~ n

^
*- ftfe E3 /<?

11.

* I

; V

12. i f

13. ^
14.

15.

17.
*-i ii

i
7
3

18.

^^
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20.

Q

II -.-"CAXTI FKRMI'' CONTAINING MODULATION TO RELATED KEYS FOR

COUNTERPOINT OF FREE STYLE.

N.B. The modulation is often indicated by the accidentals in the "Canto," hut changes of key may

!>e sometimes advantageously made elsewhere.

1.

2.
-JO-+0

7

4.

5 -

-?/

III. CHORALS AND HYMN-TUNES FOR CONTRAPUNTAL ELABORATION.

(Chapters XIV. and XV.}

N B.-T!,oSC Chorals are here given io the TreW ; they should. howv;r. be transposed -'nto
M.ft voices.

tin Donnenvort \
/ O Ewigkeit,

/fe-4-h:
[p

ZjV\
J?i I -

r
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Ich weiss mein Gott.

, 1 13 T^lA 4 '

I I

/
*

jflr
P 2 o. E

#5
??
I

i

i

t,* * S
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7.

^n=r=F -TT-

S. WEBBE.

i

J J

. i j j j iU-u- j ^ i . j a
Ach Gott, wie manches Herzeleid.

9. =^

^B

Vater unser.

lo.e^e

I
.

I

1.

^

IV. FLORID SunjEcrs FOR CONTRAPUNTAL ELABORATION ON THE BASIS OF
"COMBINED FIFTH SPECIES." (Chapter XV.}
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3.

itrac

5. r I

e. ferrrrf'^3k^^^
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NOTE. The above six subjects may be transposed for other voices.

Melody for Violin, below which may be added one, two, three, or four string-parts.

Allegretto.

gs7. ^ ^

- >
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Melody for Viola, to which parts are to be added for two Violins and a V.oWella

_^ Lento, f

8.

dim. e roll.

Melody for Violin, to whicii are to be added a Viola part entirely in semiquavers.

and a free part for Violoncello

/,?-

Andante.
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calamlo. ... a/ fine. . . .
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I'irt for Vic'encello, to which are to be added parts for two Violins and Viola,

Moticrato. ;
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Melody for Organ, to which three parts are to be added (two for Manuals, and one

for Pedals).

A ndaiite trant/itil/o.

calaiuio. . . ]> Jim. . . ff e rail.

Melody for Violin, to which parts for 2nd Violin, two Violas and Violoncello are

to be added.

Aiidante mesh.
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